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Shays, Farrell come to FU for Quick clash
BY BEN DOODY

Muhammad AM against Joe Frazier?
Maybe not quite, but Monday night's
congressional debate at the Quick Center
had all the signs of a heavyweight title
bout, the contestants trading blows to the
entertainment of their audience.
U.S Rep. Christopher Shays R-4 and
his main rival, Democrat Diane Farrell,
debated for the fifth time this month, each
candidate touting familiar campaign slogans
while answering questions from a panel of
Fairfield students.

Polls show the candidates in close to a
dead heat, and the outcome of the race could
determine which party controls Congress
in January.
Libertarian Party nominee Phil Maymin
and Green Party nominee Richard Duffee
also took part in the debate, offering outside-the-box answers that at times drew loud
laughter from the audience.
Both major candidates spouted out
well-recited statements that have been familiar throughout the campaign.
In her opening statement, Farrell said
voters need to ask three questions when

they consider how to vote on Nov. 7: When
Shays has agreed with President Bush and
the Republican Congress, has it been good
for the country? When he has disagreed,
such as on stem-cell research, has it made a
difference? And can voters afford two more
years of one-party rule in Washington?
Shays countered that he has been an
independent voice in Congress, opposing
members of his party when they have been
wrong, and being a strong leader on the
House subcommittee on national security.
SEE "THIRD PARTY" ON P.
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Lorraine Lampe/ The Mirror

Incumbent Chris Shays (R) Friday night.

The Grape Escape
Four bars raided by state liquor
commission; no arrests made
BY BILL MCBAIN

Jim Scholl/The Mirror

"I will always make living war on you" Luzbel the Demon (played by Murray Kidd) whispers into the ear
of Saint Ignatius Loyola (played by Randall Wong). The Egan Chapel hosted a production of "San Ignacio
de Loyola" on Friday night. The opera, composed by Jesuit missionaries in Paraguay in the 18th Century,
was presented by the Center for Catholic Studies at Fairfield University in collaboration with the Jesuit
Institute of Boston College.

Four unmarked cruisers rolled
up to the Seagrape Cafe. With
black jackets, flashlights drawn
and badges around their necks,
Fairfield Police burst into the bar.
Erin Ajemian '07 was at the
Grape when the raid occurred.
"I saw the poker table and
thought that was the reason, since
gambling is illegal," she said.
"Then I asked, 'Is this a real life
raid?' And one cop said, 'Yes it
is.'"
Lieutenant Mike Walsh of
the Fairfield Police Department
confirmed the raid.
"At approximately 11 p.m. on
October 12, the Fairfield Police
did assist the State Liquor Commission in their investigation of
possible violations of the liquor

codes," Walsh said.
Hundreds of patrons were
questioned in the sting at the Seagrape, Bravo, Skybox and "O"
Bar to make sure that everyone
was of age.
Most patrons of the Grape
seemed confused as to why
Fairfield Police would bother
raiding the Grape.
"It didn't seem that anyone
there was underage," said Maya
Sarin '07.
After checking hundreds of
IDs in four bars, not a single violation was found. No fines were
given out. No fake identification
was discovered.
"Everything went fine here.
We had no violations," said Robert
Petrosini, the manager of Bravo.
Dean of Students Tom PelSEE "UNDERAGE" ON P.
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'05-'06 Clery disclosure shows increase in alcohol violations
BY ANDREW CHAPIN

The numbers are in and the winner is...referrals for
liquor law violations!
The annual Jeanne Clery Disclosure, Public Safety's
crime statistic for the past academic school year, has been
. released and the numbers would seem relatively similar to
any other year.
Disciplinary referrals for liquor law violations, however, have gone up significantly.
Since 2002, the numbers have progressively risen: 617
in 2002 increased to 651 in 2003, which climbed to 752 in
2004 before finally arriving at the current number of 862
disciplinary referrals for liquor law violations in 2005.
Wellness and Prevention Director Jeanne DiMuzio

identified the overall volume of the underage students who
drink as a contributor to the numbers.
However, the main reason she attributed to the increase
in referrals was a mentality incoming college students
seem to have.
"The number of students coming to college with established behaviors has increased and we are seeing it in
our enforcement data," she said.
Eight categories are highlighted in the Clery Disclosure: Criminal Homicide, Sexual Offenses, Robbery,
Aggravated Assault, Burglary, Larceny-Theft, Major Vehicle Theft, Arson and Hate Crimes, but the numbers are
negligible and inconclusive.
Robbery has fluctuated between one reported incident
in 2003 to zero in 2004 and 2005. Similarly, Motor Ve-

hicle Theft, after two incidents in 2004 saw no incidents
in 2005.
Burglary and Larceny were more difficult to decipher.
Burglary is the actual act of breaking into a building with
the intent to commit a crime while larceny is stealing, different from robbery, which is committed in the immediate
presence of the person, according to Merriam-Webster
Dictionary.
In 2003, there were 19 burglary incidents, 12 of which
occurred in student residences, but in 2005, 40 total incidents were reported with 35 of them occurring in Student
Residences.

SEE "PUBLIC SAFETY" ON P.
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festivities in hill swing

Clockwise from upper left: Jess Lew, '07, serves up
some cotton candy. Two members of IRHA battle it out.
Michelle Holmberg '08 enjoys tasty treats. Students
take advantage of a photo op. Jon Vallee '07 carts
around some underclassmen on his horse-drawn carriage. Amanda Klecker '09 reigns victorious in the pieeating contest. Coady Lawes '10 and Tyler Clayton (of
Brookdale CC '08) test their driving ability on high-tech
trikes while wearing "beer goggles." Spectators watch
on as the pie-eating contest gets messy.

Students enjoy opportunity to

celebrate b4inning of season

www.fairfieldmirror.com
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Choose your comments wisely
BY CATARINA MAIA

The results of the University-distributed teacher evaluations may be available to students by next semester as
FUSA President Hutch Williams '08 is working to get data
from the evaluations published on a Web site for University-wide access.
Also in the works is a plan formulated by the Faculty
Development and Evaluation Committee Chairman Bill
Abbott, a Fairfield history professor. Abbott is looking to
replace the current forms to make the system fairer and
more professional.
According to general faculty secretary Irene Mulvey,
the current evaluations are being used for decisions regarding tenure and promotion, and for decisions regarding
merit pay.
These aspects are rarely discussed with students prior
to filling out the evaluations.

OCTOBER

Student evaluations of teachers may be made
public next semester

"Individual teachers certainly use the information in
the evaluations to improve their teaching. I am not aware
of any administrative initiative that takes the information
from teaching evaluations and uses if to improve teaching
in a pro-active way," said Mulvey.
Mulvey's response surprised students who are not fully
aware of the actual purpose of teacher evaluations.
"I had no idea that teacher evaluations were |ised for
this purpose. If I'd known, my overall evaluations would
probably remain the same; but I'd put more time and thought
into the process," said Caleb Fitzgerald '09.
The current evaluation process involves students filling
out two separate forms in a classroom setting: one form of
qualitative student opinions and the other a set of questions to rate the professor on a numerical scale. The forms
are then delivered to the appropriate department'head to
be reviewed and returned to the professor after he/she has
processed students' final grades.
But students are unaware what happens from there.

Catarina Maia/ The Mirror

You've been evaluated: course assessment forms completed by students might be made public by next semester

Is fried ravioli a food group?
BY JOE CARRETTA

A bowl of Iceberg lettuce with tomatoes and chick
peas, a couple of grilled chicken breasts, whole wheat
pasta and a glass of skim milk.
Deep fried ravioli, brisket, a handful of fries and a
soda.
The latter option is championed by Keith Bussanich
'10, who describes his meal choice as "eating whatever I
feel like. I don't consider nutrition at all."
For most students, personal food choices in the
Barone cafeteria are based solely on whatever they are
craving.
Food offerings is becoming a prominent issue in colleges nationwide as nutrition remains a confusing concept
to college students.
Schools in Connecticut, New Jersey and New York,
for example, are having their cafeteria menus regulated
by law, a recent New York Times article reported. Many
districts have eliminated any items containing trans fats or
processed starches, (i.e.: fried foods and white bread).
Those of you whose food pyramid consists mainly of
the "fried meat and potatoes group" can relax, however.
Your staples are not going anywhere.
Chris Bosze, Sodexho resident dining manager, feels
the cafeteria is "centered [on] the principle of choices.
Every day there is a full salad bar, grilled chicken and a
make your own omelet station, which has healthy options
for students."
Lisa Palladino '10 supports Bosze's argument: "If
students make the effort to be healthy and eat right, then
they can. They can find healthy stuff if they want to."
Asked about the presence of trans fats and three
separate soda stations in the cafeteria, Bosze returned to
his position on student choices.
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Williams's plan for the University aims to give students better insight into a specific course or professor.
The resulting student feedback, Williams believes, would
be more valid than comments from the popular Web site
RateMyProfessors.com.
"I think that the evaluations should be more proactive
and made available to the student body via [FUSA-run]
Fairfield Fuse. If students knew the weight that these carried and how seriously they affect the professor's job, they
might be more apt to take them seriously and take the time
to fill them out," said Steve Liguori '09, co-chair of Senate
Academics Committee.
Though the evaluations do not serve as a proactive
means for official evaluation of a specific professor, many
professors agree that the evaluations are taken seriously,
considering how drastically they may affect professors'
income.
"It used to be just the instructor's benefit to show they
can get a better paycheck according to what the students
have to say," said Abbott. "It becomes a popularity contest
... and if students don't like you, your pay goes down in
real dollar amounts."
Some professors fear that students would not get an
accurate portrayal of the course and its instructor from these
evaluations if they are made public.
"You're never really getting an accurate portrait of the
teacher," said Fairfield history professor Yohuru Williams.
"They could destroy you. ...I think [teachers] just hope
that it's fair."
How soon can Fairfield expect a change in the system?
FUSA is working to get something in place within
the school year. Williams is also trying to get students involved with Abbott's committee project to give it a student
prospective.
"Ideally, I'd like to see it in place by second semester,"
Williams said.

Students serve up tasty opinions on
healthy eating in Barone

"We're not going to remove soda. Too many students
drink it. But, on the other hand, we offer two varieties of
diet soda, four different juices and milk, both whole and
skim."
In general, Fairfield students feel that proper nutrition
is emphasized in the cafeteria.
Jenna Dibimardo '09 mentioned the "variety of
salad, fruits and vegetables they have up there" in the
cafeteria.
"They have all of the nutritional information above
the food, so you know what you're eating," said Christine
Ruane'10.
Providing nutritional information for students is another aspect of Barone that Bosze emphasizes.
"The mind, body and soul program is excellent, but
no one ever uses, or probably even knows, about it," he
said of the program on a computer in the cafeteria.
Marcello De Pascale '09 is aware that there is a
computer but has never seen anyone on it. He agrees that
most students do not know about it.
Students such as Erica Herzog '09 know that information is readily available to them every time they dine
at Barone.
"All the nutritional facts are there. Students just have
to use intuition and make the right choices," she said.
Other students feel that Sodexho should do more.
"They could offer more healthy hot foods because
most of that stuff is fried," said Greer McCarthy '09.
Jane Glover '10 agreed: "There's always a lot of
fried stuff."
Though Bosze understands student complaints, he
said there are ways to avoid unhealthy foods.
"Yes, we do offer fried foods like these (fish and
chips), but there are just so many options that kids aren't
confined to eating these offerings," he said.
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Photo Illustration by James Nguyen/ The Mirror

Can you name the food groups?: Students, dining manager sound off on if cafeteria is healthy or not.
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Taking Care OI business Fairfield professors working overtime
BY BRIAN ERICKSON

;

Everyone agrees that students can have a job outside
the classroom.
Not everyone at Fairfield feels the same way about
college professors.
The Faculty Handbook (II,B,4) states: "Full-time
members of the faculty may not engage in other employment or private professional activity during the academic
year except on a limited basis and only with the written
approval of the Dean."
The issue at the center of this is good-intentioned: fulltime faculty should not harm their students for the sake of
making money in other endeavors.
But who defines "a limited basis"?
"There is an individual and institutional responsibility
to have ground rules," said Michael Rion, a University ethics professor. "It's hard to have detailed
rules, but at the same time it's the faculty's
responsibility not to abuse the privilege of
outside employment."
Business students are the ones most
directly involved with this issue, since it
is easiest for business professors to pursue
consulting or private practice as a parttime occupation.
Students see both the positive and
negative impacts that other responsibilities may have on a professor's teaching.
"I think it's good for faculty to pursue
outside employment," said Sean McGonigle '08, a finance major. "My business
ethics teacher is fully booked outside as
a consultant and constantly brings in real

life ethical issues to look at."
"I do think it is slightly unfair because it does take away
some extra-help hours, but at the same time it does offer
real-world experience of the business world for students,
which is always a good thing," said Sara Colabella '08, a
marketing major.
Professors felt the rule was reasonable, since it did not
ban all outside employment and does allow a maximum or
one full day a week for other responsibilities.
"I think this [rule] is perfectly reasonable. In fields such
as mine (organizational behavior), consulting offers a way
for professors... to help managers be more effective," said
Professor Donald Gibson of the management department.
"In turn, professors may use their experience in 'real
world' business situations to make their teaching more
credible."
Additionally, the dual incomes may help more than

just the professors.
"It removes the financial constraints," said Frank Fraioli
'08, a politics major.
"This means that the people who really want to teach
are the ones teaching, and not people just doing it for the
money," he added.
Of course, as in any authoritative situation, there will
be abuse of policy.
Undoubtedly there are professors sneaking by and
consulting for several hours three or four days a week, but
there is no way around this.
On the whole, however, it seems that this happens
infrequently.
Lauren Callahan '08, "I feel like all the teachers, that
I've had at least, have given adequate time and made themselves available outside of the classroom for office hours
and things like that."
The only way this may be reflected
is in the class evaluation forms at the
end of each semester, which do actually have an impact on the professor's
standing with the University, and formal
complaints.
Fortunately, for most students these
measures seem to be unnecessary.
"I probably wouldn't complain,
teachers are sometimes real people
too, I know that in the business school
for example a lot of the teachers have
outside jobs," said Callahan.
"And that is what makes them great
teachers, having that real world experiMirror File Photo ence outside of academics."

Employment opportunity: professors might be working too much outside of the classroom
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Consider the Carmelites.,.
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Editor &
Author

Pastor

are raffling off IIVE
FACUITY PARKING
PASSES for the fall
semester.
Tickets are $2 for 1
or $5 for 3
Tickets are en sale outside the
rilSA Office 11:00 a.m. - 3:00 p.m.
until October 21
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Your Choice.
Your Life.
Choose to enrich your life.
Find contemplation in action.

Would you think ofjoining an 800 year tradition
of walking in the footsteps of Jesus Christ?
As Carmelites today, we have made a choice
we treasure, emulating the contemplative spirit
of Mary and Elijah, we build our relationship
with God thru prayer, service and in community.
We invite you to walk with us!
Fr. William Wert, 0. Carm.
Phone: 202-526-1221
carmelites@carmelites. net

www.carmelites.net
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Friars
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Is a stag statue stag-possible?
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Who's sleeping in your room tonight?
New surveys being used to match more compatible roommates

versity President Fr. Jeffrey von Arx.
BY JESS MITCHELL
"With the completion of the Kelley
Can't find a parking spot? Stuck in the Center, it's time for us to look at landscaplibrary for yet another night? Too broke to ing and design improvements in the center
go out this weekend? Upset that Jack Frost of campus, especially in the circle at the
brought the winter chill back to Fairfield? end of the boulevard, which might well
So many complaints, not enough Stag include statuary," von Arx added.
Williams said he is excited about havpride!
FUSA President Hutch Williams ing a committee dedicated to the statue
'08 plans to add a life-size Stag statue to idea.
"[Either von Arx] or someone else
campus that will remind students to have
a "Stag-positive" attitude toward life at high up is going to set up a committee
- ideally of people in the administration,
Fairfield.
"[Stag-positive] sounds like a cheesy fundraising, alumni house and students - in
phrase. It's not so much a campaign - it is the near future," said Williams. "You could
a way of life. It's a great way to be, not just call it the 'stag statue committee.'"
According to Vice
about athletics but acaPresident for Student Afdemics," said Williams.
Seeing the aesthetifairs Mark Reed, the idea
cally pleasing monument
of having a stag statue is
not a new one.
in the traffic circle in front
"Some alumni in the
of the Barone Campus
past have talked about
Center will stir Stag pride
it. I think FUSA, under
in students and alumni,
Hutch's leadership, has
added Williams.
brought a renewed sense
The stag, or male
of school pride and spirit
deer, is about 8 feet tall
to Fairfield. Therefore, I'm
from leg to antler, 5 feet
long and 2 feet wide, lllustration by Jess Fullagaer/TheMirrornot surprised that Hutch
and his team are thinking
according to Jessica Supranovich, manager of the Action Wildlife about this," Reed said.
In conjunction with keeping an openFoundation.
Given the size, the campus and avail- mind, "students will be proud to be at
able funds, a "stag statue committee" will Fairfield, the best university in America,"
decide if marble, bronze or another material and students who are Stag-positive will
is appropriate;
enjoy things more, said Williams.
The cost of a statue 8 feet tall and 5 feet
However, some students think the
long would be a "bloody fortune" because statue is not worth the money.
"Maybe it's more inspirational to upit depends on the artist, the cost of the material and the amount of detail, said Carter perclassmen because it symbolizes their
Boyajin, wife of New Fairfield sculptor years here. But is it worth $100,000?"
David Boyajin who has built similar size asked freshman Chris Albino.
bronze statues.
Monique Thomas '07 agreed.
"You're talking $100,000 in bronze,
"I think it's a waste of money," she
for sure," said Boyajin.
said.
Williams said the statue project is
So, what would students want in"more than an idea, but a work in prog- stead?
"Build a bigger cafeteria with better
ress," and the administration feels it is
very important to get the statue done right. food," said Sarah Teixiera '08.
Julio Martinez '07 suggested that a
When it is on campus, administrators said,
students should be able to look at the statue "welcome sign" might look nice.
and be proud.
"[The statue] would have no influence
"In any project like this, we try to find on me. I think that he (Hutch) should raise
donors interested in the project. However, the money and invest in something else,"
we would not be seeking funds until the said Martinez. "We already see enough aniplanning process is complete," said Uni- mals here, who wants to see a fake one?"

Life is calling. How far will you go?
Peace Corps will be on campus October 23.
Stop by to learn more from a recruiter and
meet a former Peace Corps Volunteer.
Peace Corps Presentation
Monday, October 23rd
Barone Campus Center
Room 200
5 pm - 6 pm
Peace Corps volunteers work in 75 countries.
To date, 128 Fairfield University graduates
have served in the Peace Corps.
Life is calling. How far will you go?

www.peacecorps.gov

BY TRACI DANTONI

Stephenson, director of Housing Operations
at Fairfield, there has been a "95 to 96 percent
As residence life offices at colleges na- success rate" in roommate pairing.
tionwide rack up the roommate complaints,
Students are matched up according to
schools are opting to institute more in-depth different locations more than anything else.
housing questionnaires available on the Those who live in relatively close geographic
Web.
regions, for exThese new surample, will not be
veys contain more
placed together.
comprehensive ques"We try
tions and thus "reduce
to make people
room-change requests
comfortable but
by 68 percent the first
give them a new
year," a recent New
experience," SteYork Times article
phenson says.
said.
Students
Computer proagree that Fairfield
grams such as Webis successful at
Roomz Housing Softroommate pairware offer a "customing.
oontriDuiea image
izable questionnaire
"[My roomRes life: Universities using new roommate
of up to 130 items
surveys mates are] great.
covering eating habI'm always glad to
its, social behavior and musical tastes."
see them. They are the guys I can count on
With much more personalized questions, here," said Brandon Guarino ' 10.
roommates are more accurately matched.
Joe Cefoli '10 agrees: "My roommates
Fairfield's freshman housing survey, are awesome; we have absolutely no probhowever, only contains seven questions that lems whatsoever."
address sleeping habits, whether silence is
"If there's [an online] survey that can
required for studying, and whether a student help us keep that model [of giving students
is clean, messy or somewhere in between.
diversity] in place," then there is some possiCompared to colleges who have adopted bility that Fairfield may adapt a similar online
these more thorough questionnaires, Fairfield survey in the future, Stephenson adds.
is trailing far behind. But according to Gary

2006 CUNY
Graduate
Wednesday, November 8,3-7 p.m.
BaruGh Ofliege
Newmanjerticat Gampus
55 Lexington Avenue (24th St.)
Room 1-107 (Multi-Purpose Rm.}
Learn about CUNY's Master's
and Doctoral degrees,
in more than 150 disciplines,
taught by leaders in their fields.
Pre-register online and
enter to win a Video iPrJ
www.cuny.edu/gradfair
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Public Safety Director says FU is "no magic bubble"
CONTINUED FROM PAGE

1

Larceny, meanwhile, has seen a
decrease in incidents since 2002 when
it reached 96 with 74 of the incidents
taking place in'the Residences. Since
then though, there has been a progressive decline that dipped all the way
down to 50 incidents in 2005.
Associate Director of Public
Safety Frank Ficko dismissed the
inconsistencies as a product of yearto-year changes.
"Numbers will tend to fluctuate
from year to year," said Ficko. According to him, Public Safety still
includes larceny as a category even
though they are not required to.
"Some schools may try to obscure
some numbers by the way they categorize an incident. We have always in-

cluded larcenies in our reports because
we want the community to be aware of
what occurs on campus," he said.
In 2004, no sexual offenses were
reported but in 2005, there were
two. Ficko cautioned however that
the numbers might not tell the entire
story.
"It's a strong possibility that
more sexual assaults occur than are
reported," he said.
This, according to him, is not just
reflective of Fairfield.
"That is a national trend and an
unfortunate reality on campuses,"
Ficko said.
Students on campus were not worried about their safety at Fairfield.
"I haven't had any problems my
past four years," said Mike Colford

'07. "I don't think I'm going to get
mugged on campus."
Nick Festa' 10 looked objectively
on the report, praising Fairfield University's initiative to combat crime.
"Any college campus has its
crime but I think Fairfield is ahead
of the game in terms of Public Safety
programs and its administration in
the way they present themselves,"
he said.
Ficko, meanwhile, reiterated
reality, which life at Fairfield tends
to obscure.
"There is no 'magic bubble' that
hovers over campus which protects
us from criminal activity," he said.
"We all play a role in keeping campus
safe."
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CHILD CARE

REGULAR SITTER / NANNY

TRAVEL PLANS

PART-TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED

PROF. COUPLE (DOCTOR
/BANKER) SEEKS REG.
NANNY / SITTER M TO F 6
PM - 8 PM FOR TERRIFIC 2
YR. OLD BOY. OCCASIONAL
OVERNIGHT. MUST HAVE
CAR TO P/U AT DAYCARE.
DAYCARE AND HOUSE
IN FAIRFIELD, BLOCKS
FROM UNIV. SALARY +
ROOM (IF DESIRED) AVAIL.
REPS /EXP. REQUIRED.
EMAIL ACANZANO®
CRONUSPARTNERS.COM.

SPRING BREAK WITH STS
TRAVEL WITH STS TO THIS
YEAR'S TOP 10 SPRING
BREAK DESTINATIONS!
BEST DEALS GUARANTEED!
HIGHEST REP COMMISSIONS.
VISIT WWW.STSTRAVEL.COM
OR CALL 1-800-648-4849.
GREAT GROUP DISCOUNTS.

ASSISTANT EDITORS
NEWS
Leslie Almeida, Kate McGann
COMMENTARY.
Alexandra Gross
ENTERTAINMENT.
Marie Montgomery
SPORTS
AliBart
PHOTOGRAPHY.
Lorraine Lampe

SPRING BREAK 2007
CELEBRATION
FREE TRIP ON EVERY 12
BEFORE NOV 1
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES,
HOTTEST DEALS
GROUP DISCOUNTS ON 6+
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM
1-800-426-7710

James Nguyen
MANAGING EDITOR

PART TIME BABYSITTER
NEEDED. FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULE, MORNINGS OR
AFTERNOONS. MUST HAVE
OWN TRANSPORTATION AND
EXPERIENCE WITH SMALL
CHILDREN. PLEASE CALL
203-319-0057.

BABYSITTER WANTED
HELP WANTED
UNIVERSITY AREA FAMILY
(1 CHILD), 3-6 HOURS PER
WEEK (PERFECT FOR
STUDENT)
- ONLY 3 BLOCKS FROM
UNIVERSTIY
VERY FLEXIBLE SCHEDULE
(AFTERNOONS/EARLY
EVENINGS)
- FUN FIVE YEAR OLD BOY
PLEASE CALL SUSAN @
203.292.3123

PART-TIME NANNY/
BABYSITTER NEEDED IN
FAIRFIELD
PART TIME SITTER FOR 2
GREAT, FUN BOYS: AGES
11 AND 9.15 HOURS A
WEEK, 2-3 AFTERNOONS.
JOB INCLUDES PICKING UP
FROM SCHOOL, TAKING TO
ACTIVITIES OR HOME, HELP
WITH HOMEWORK. CAR
AVAILABLE. CALL SUSAN:
914-815-1170.

FUN JOB CREATIVE OR NOT!
-HANDS ON POTTERYPERFECT STUDENT HOURS
WEEKENDS A MUST!
WWW.HOPCT.COM
319-1273
ASSISTANT COACH WANTED
COACH OF 5TH GRADE
BOYS REC SOCCER TEAM IN
FAIRFIELD SEEKS PLAYER
OR SOCCER ENTHUSIAST
TO ASSIST. 2 TO 4 HOURS
PER WEEK (ONE OR TWO
PRACTICES), DEPENDING
ON YOUR SCHEDULE. CALL
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Paying attention to your local elections:
BY KATIE BARRY

According to a recent GW-Battleground study released by George Washington University, 63 percent of young adults are paying "a lot" or "some" attention to the upcoming
midterm elections. But do any of these young adults attend Fairfield?
The characterization of Fairfield students as politically apathetic has long plagued the
student body, but politics professor Jocelyn Boryczka disagrees with the stereotype.
"I don't think students are apathetic; I think they are incredibly thoughtful. They may
not be political activists, but I think they vote," she says.
Kurt Schlichting, a sociology professor specializing in political trends, begs to differ.
Citing data from the last federal election, Schlichting believes Fairfield will have little
civic involvement, as has been the case nationally among 18- to 24-year-olds, the largest
bracket of non-voters in the country.
John Nicosia '08, head of the College Democrats' "get out the vote" campaign,
agrees.
"Fairfield students are overall pretty apathetic; I don't think they see their one vote as
counting much, and many would not register until after 'Lost' was over," he says.
However, political groups on campus, such as the College Democrats and College
Republicans, are working vigorously to battle low voter turnout. Both groups have sought
voter registration, citing numbers as high as 250 new registrations. This number is impressive for an election year without a presidential race.
But Schlichting states that Fairfield students may have already fallen into the common
trend of turning not-voting into a political statement.
"It has become a political ideology not to vote; it is a conscious choice that 'this
doesn't concern me' or 'this is independent of me.'"
John Zanzarella '08, who plans to stay home on Nov. 7, seems to follow the trend
outlined by Schlichting.
"I don't plan on voting. I don't really think about that stuff; it doesn't affect me," he
says.
But what students don't realize, Schlichting says, is how much politics does affect
students' lives, citing such problems as Congress's tendency to periodically change the
Student Loan Program, as well as the proposed privatization of social security.
Nicosia notes the same dilemma: "I don't think many of them connect problems like
high college costs, gas prices and job availability in their lives with politics."
For those who do make the connection between everyday life and politics, most say

New survey says students are
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getting interested in politics

they are pessimistic about our nation's future, and Boryczka understands why.
"Pessimism seems reasonable to me; it's almost realism at this point," she says, noting
that grim issues, such as the Iraq War and North Korea's nuclear program, will define our
generation.
Jerzy Shustin '08, a registered Democrat who plans on voting in November, agrees
that the country is in a dire state.
"I am pessimistic about our country's future," he says. "Problems are furthered by
[politicians] who refuse to admit any wrongdoing or take any responsibility for the nation's
problems." He hopes the upcoming election will bring a change in the right direction.
However, Boryczka believes that this pessimism will not breed apathy among students.
Instead, she says, it will promote action.

Photo Illustration by Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

Rock the vote: New survey says 63 percent of young adults pay "a lot/some" attention to polls
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Fairfield Jesuit joins UN politics
BY FRANK ROMANO

Though members of the Fairfield community are known for their academic accomplishments, not many can say they have
helped shape foreign policy. But that is exactly
what Fr. Richard Ryscavage, has done over
the past month.
In early September, Ryscavage was
appointed to the Holy See, a delegation that
represents the Vatican at the United Nations
General Assembly. The Assembly convenes
each year in New York to discuss issues.
Ryscavage, sociology professor and
director of the Center for Faith and Public
Life, has already attended several meetings at
the UN. The first meeting, a special two-day
event titled "High Level Dialogue on Migration," took place during the second week of
September.
Over the two days, each of the 191member countries made a
statement on the discussion
topic. By way of headset
and translator, Ryscavage
listened to various speeches,
taking notes on countries
with similar dilemmas.
Looking back on the experience, Ryscavage recalled
how every country seemed to
have a problem with migration dealing with refugees.
"It was interesting to
see the whole world's view,"
he said.
Though his main job
was to note varying positions

on migration, he also met with representatives
from countries such as Belgium. According to
Ryscavage, these informal meetings are very
common at the General Assembly.
"Everyone goes to one another" to clarify
certain ideas or ask for more information on a
particular subject, he said. Usually this occurs
in outside meeting rooms, but occasionally in
the General Assembly itself.
Ryscavage spent the next two weeks in
meetings led by all the different heads of state.
Each year in the fall, leaders come together
to share their visions of the UN and begin
another session.
The high-profile names, countless reporters and overall media buzz make events like
these pretty crazy, he said.
"It was hard to do usual business," said
Ryscavage.
Life in the General Assembly will not
be as hectic during October, but Ryscavage
still has responsibilities.
He must check in with the
Holy See and determine its
priorities for the upcoming
weeks.
Regardless of the
meetings he will report
on, Ryscavage's main goal
is clear.
As a representative
of the Vatican, he said he
always strives to "bring in
moral values and humanitarian concerns - things the
government doesn't usually
think of."

Fr. Richard Ryscavage
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Gaetano's Deli and Caterers
Newly opened Fairfield Location

222 Post Road
(right near Circle Diner)
Phone: 255- DELI(3354)
fax:255-7765
Delivery available anywhere locally
Show your StagCard for an additional 10% off anytime.

Bring in this coupon to take part in:

Parents' Weekend Special:
free chips and soda with the
purchase of a HERO
Parents' Weekend: Sat, Oct 21 and Sun, Oct 22.
CoiiDon good at Fairfield location only
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Sodexho says lettuce not infected with E. coli Administration reacts
BY JOE CARRETTA

Just when you thought it was safe to eat greens
again, a new threat was unleashed in the vegetable
world.
Campus-wide apathy and lack of knowledge has
kept the story from becoming a major concern among
students.
Freshman Jay Foley, for example, said he "didn't
hear anything about any kind of lettuce contamination.
But if that's true, then it's really bad."
According to a Mediline Plus online article, Foxy
Lettuce issued a recall on bagged lettuce after discovering it was infected with E. coli 0157. The recall was
voluntary and the bacteria on the lettuce could be a
harmless variety. Dr. David Acheson, chief medical
officer of the U.S. Food and Drug Administration's
Center for Food Safety and Applied Nutrition, assured
worried consumers that "there are many, many different kinds of E. coli. Some are harmful to humans and
some are not."
Chris Bosze, Sodexho's resident dining manager,
is confident that the lettuce used in the Barone Campus
Center is safe from E. coli contamination.
"The process which Sodexho uses to approve its
vendors is above even the government's standards,"
he said.
Despite reassurances from those in charge of
food safety at Fairfield, students have qualms about

filling up at the salad bar after being made aware of
the risks. ■
"[I'm] worried about the lettuce," said Courtney
Carmody '09, who said she didn't know if she would
eat lettuce if the E. coli contamination rumor is true.
Josh Kenney '09, however, is not concerned.
"Yeah, 1 heard there could be some contamination,
but I'm not so worried. It's not devastating to people
of my age group," he said.
Bosze reminded students that he has done his best
to keep them safe.
"There is no E. coli in our lettuce. Foxy did a
voluntary recall; we only use Dole," he said. "Our
food safety standards are extremely rigorous. Students
shouldn't worry."

James Nguyen/The Mirror

No worries, eat lettuce: E. coli does not hit cafeteria
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Practice
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GMAT
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LAST CHANCE!

Take a FREE practice test at this event and
you'll receive a detailed score analysis and exclusive
strategies to help you prepare for Test Day!
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FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
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to new beach policies
dence, as opposed to conjecture or supposition, that actual
discrimination or deprivation
While Fairfield students of rights is in fact occurring.
are irate over the newly im- I am not personally aware of
plemented beach policy, the such evidence existing," said
administration does not seem Pellegrino.
nearly as phased.
Melzer, meanwhile, reCoordinator for Off Cam- jected the notion that students
pus Students Duane Melzer are being targeted.
maintained that the "zero toler"All of the police enforceance" policy is not new and was ment policies are in direct
"implemented approximately response/reaction to student
behavior - off campus students
six to seven years ago."
Melzer did, however, rec- and on campus students - at the
ognize a substantial change, beach," said Melzer, who deals
which could potentially create directly with incidents that oca far greater impact on students cur at the beach.
than in years past.
Donald Greenberg, chair"What is new is enforce- man of the politics department, ,
ment for second and subsequent expressed sentiments similar to
substantiated complaints," he the students'.
said. "In this scenario, instead
"Of course it targets
of the student receiving another Fairfield students and any other
court summons, he/she will students that live at the beach,"
be subject to custodial arrest," he said. "The policy is not fair.
finger printed, photographed It is selective enforcement deand need to pay a bond in order signed to accomplish a political
to be released on a promise to goal."
appear in court."
Greenberg, however, does
Dean of Students Tom Pel- not feel the adjusted beach
legrino feels that the policy is policy will impact the student
justified as long as it does not community. Instead, he offered
a strong indictment of the studiscriminate.
"A policy that addresses dents, showing little remorse
the reality of a given situation for the predicament in which
is supportable to the extent it they now find themselves.
"The students here are pasfairly looks to remedy a problem without discriminatory sive and have never stood up for
application or depravation of anything except the janitors a
few years ago," he said. "There
rights." he said.
Pellegrino also addressed are many actions the students
the argument that students are could take, one of which is to
being targeted in the adjusted behave themselves properly."
Melzer, however, symbeach policy.
"The critical question is pathized with students at the
whether there is, in fact, evi- beach, recognizing that the
dence of discriminatory appli- problem did not exist in the
cation or deprivation of rights," majority.
"Most students can live
he said.
Pellegrino, however, feels off campus and not adversely
that evidence needs to be pre- affect their neighbors," he said.
sented to prove that these crimes "The problem is the remaining
are actually taking place.
10 percent who don't fully appreciate
the dynamics of the
"I would think that one
would want to see actual evi- situation."
BY ANDREW CHAPIN
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A weekly look at what happened ~ and didn't happen -in FUSA's Sunday meeting

BY KATIE BARRY

• Sens. Ashlee Downing '08 and Kaitlyn Phelps '08 were absent.
• There was a consensus that the FUSA induction dinner preceding the meeting was
"delicious."
• Sen. Megan Crowley '07 made a "friendly amendment" to the previous meeting's
minutes, requesting that periods, not question marks, be added to certain sentences. The
grammatically correct minutes were unanimously approved.
• Sen. Ashley Close '08 introduced the new Senator of the Month program,
wherein a senator who goes above and beyond his duties will be rewarded, ..jgL
"possibly with a small prize."
• Senate Chairman Tim Rich '08 stated that, in regards to the
issue of the Fairfield beginning the '07-'08 school year before
Labor Day, the Senate had an obligation to the student body to
investigate the issue and that they should "work to find a way
to get [the academic calendar] released earlier."
• Sen. Lisa DeBeradinis '08 said that Academic Vice President
Orin Grossman assured her in an e-mail that the '07-'08 school year
will not begin before Labor Day. The administration is, however,
looking into an earlier start for upcoming school years.
• In response to the housing issue on campus, which was
listed as the No. 1 concern for over two-thirds of the Senate,
Chairman Rich is holding an informal( and not mandatory
- though highly recommended - session of the Senate on
Tuesday, Oct. 17, to draft a formal resolution.
It will be introduced to the Senate on Sunday, Oct. 22. If
passed the resolution will become the Senate's formal position on
housing. The meeting will be closed to the public.
• Sen. Emily Dragone '09, co-chairof the Student Life Committee, said
she met with Jim Fitzpatrick to discuss the removal of chicken patties in the dining room
and the possibility of the hamburgers being pre-cooked.
Fitzpatrick said that chicken patties are a less healthy option than grilled chicken, but
can be brought back per the students' request. He assured Sen. Dragone that the hamburgers - if pre-cooked - are at least pre-cooked that day.

• Students living in Dolan Hall will not get a bus shelter as previously mentioned last
meeting. The shelter has been deemed unnecessary and would cost approximately $ 10,000.
If there is demonstrated need students living in the towhhouses could receive such a shelter,
but it would not be put in place until September 2007.
• The Alcohol Ad Hoc Committee, headed by Vice Chairwoman Ashley Close, said
the Senate wishes it had been consulted about the changes in the University's alcohol
policy.
• The Senate agreed that the implementation of a Stag statue would be a good idea.
Sen. Kate Cota '07 mentioned the possibility of a live Stag mascot.
Sen. Mark Amsbaugh '08 said, "as an expert when it comes to stags, and all things
deer — being from Texas — it would have to be a reindeer because they are really the
only kind you can domesticate." The discussion was ended by Chairman Rich, and it
does not appear Fairfield will procure a real live Stag mascot.
• Sen. Thibodeau '10 brought up the problem of students smoking too close to
dorm buildings. Law dictates students must be 25 feet from the building when
smoking a cigarette. He said, "kids aren't following the rules." Sen. Ben
Welch '08 suggested encouraging RAs and Public Safety to enforce
the rule. Much discussion was given to the possibility of placing
'butt boxes" as a 25-foot demarcation point before the issue
was referred to Student Life.
• There was slight tension in the Senate as a result
of the meeting starting time. As previously reported
in The Mirror, the Oct. 15 meeting was to begin at
7 p.m. or immediately following the FUSA inductions. The meeting was called to order at 6:38 p.m.
as a result of FUSA inductions running short, The
Mirror was informed. Sen. Dan Lamendola '09 raised
issue with the changed time. "My big concern here is that the meeting
started early when it said it would begin at 7 p.m. in the campus announcement. .
The meetings are a public forum, and the public wasn't informed." Chairman Rich noted
the objection, but the discussion continued. Sen. Chris Steele '08 said, "Fighting back and
forth isn't the right way to go; it is offensive." Sen. Kaitlin Albiez '07 said she was "sufficiently uncomfortable. We represent 73.5 people and should be past being catty." Sen.
Lamendola continued to argue, but the meeting was adjourned despite his objections.

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A FEW EXCEPTIONAL STUDENTS.

At Quinnipiac University School of Law, you'll find everything you need to succeed. From a challenging

• Outstanding faculty

yet supportive academic environment to faculty members who will become intellectual colleagues. From

• Rigorous academic programs

live-client clinics to real-world externships. Plus annual merit scholarships ranging from $3,000 to full
tuition. For more information, visit law.quinnipiac.edu or call 1-800-462-1944.

• Six concentrations
• Extensive experiential
learning opportunities
• Student faculty ratio 15:1

QUINNIPIAC UNIVERSITY
CRIMINAL

I DISPUTE RESOLUTION ! FAMILY i HEALTH I INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY I TAX

SCHOOL OF LAW
Hamden, Connecticut

Call Alessandra Ba$l|^y|aco '07
914-438-3101 foe details
PEACE OUTside Campus,
The LlhdseyM, Bonistall Foundation
Promotes Safe Living Environments in
Off Campus College Communities.
www.peaceoutsidficimpiis.org
ie tindsey M. Bonistall Foundation
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All the quips and quirks from the debate at the Quick
ON POLITICS
BEN DOODY
Monday night's showdown at the
Quick Center between U.S. Rep. Christopher Shays R-4 and Democrat Diane
Farrell provided students and faculty with
a first-hand glimpse at one of the nation's
most hotly contested races. A few important
themes, highlights and lowlights from the
two hour face-off:

THING THE MAJOR PARTY
CANDIDATES DON'T WANT YOU
TO KNOW: They're unbelievably similar
in their stances on most issues, including
the war in Iraq. The candidates answered
nine questions from the six-member student
panel and several more from the audience,
and used vastly different rhetoric to convey
the exact same points in several instances.
On Iraq, the signature issue of the race,
Shays spoke for more than two minutes
about his expertise On the subject. He said
that when he realized American intelligence
agencies were wrong about weapons of
mass destruction, he decided to start getting his information firsthand, traveling to
Iraq 14 times to investigate the situation for
himself. His general conclusion: Americans
and Iraqis need to negotiate a time for Iraqis
to take over their own government and
Americans to go home.
Farrell, meanwhile, made sure to
point out that Shays and the Republicancontrolled Congress got the country into
the war, and that Shays supported the war
up until last month, when he called for
a timeline for withdrawal. Her general
conclusion: the U.S. needs to negotiate a
ceasefire between the Sunnis and Shiites,
and get out of there.
The rivals also said they agree on in-

creased funding for inner-city schools, government restrictions on gambling, and that
it isn't possible right now for the country to
adopt a universal healthcare system.
FUNNIEST MOMENT: Every time
Phil Maymin, the Libertarian Party nominee, said something, the audience roared
with laughter. His best line though, was
about one of the many things he said he
thinks is wrong with the government. "Try
not paying your taxes, and see what happens," he said. "The government will come
to your house with guns." Maymin also proposed eliminating virtually all federal taxes
except for the sales tax; that the Department
of Education should be banished; and that
U.S. troops stationed in other countries
should all come home. He compared the
Bush administration's approach to foreign
policy to that of a man who, in an attempt to
secure his house, runs out in the middle of
the night and searches the whole world for
a man who might have a knife, instead of
simply locking his windows and doors.
BIGGEST WISECRACK. When
discussing her views on Iraq, Farrell ignored
two bells signifying her time to speak was
up. A minute later, Shays turned to moderator Phillip Eliasoph and said, "I don't
understand the concept of keeping time."
Speaking of time, Green Party candidate
Richard Duffy lobbied for extra time on his
closing statement since he hadn't used up
as much of his speaking time when answering questions. When Eliasoph refused, he
walked back to his bar stool in frustration.
BIGGEST DISPLAY OF ANGER:
After Steve Teti '07, a member of the College Democrats club who will appear in a

soon-to-be aired TV spot for Farrell, asked
Shays how he was an independent voter
given the fact that he has voted with the
Bush administration 82 percent of the time,
Shays launched into a spirited defense of
his record, saying that he has voted with
the President less than 60 percent of the
time in each of the last two years, and that
many of his pro-Bush votes came in the
time immediately following Sept. 11,2001,
when congress acted quickly to pass antiterrorism bills.
MOST UNUSUAL ATTIRE: Unlike
the other three candidates, Duffy wore tan
corduroy pants and dark brown work boots.
Put that together with a long gray beard, and
he looked far more like a history professor
than a politician.

Photos by Lorraine Lampe/ The Mirror

Clash of the titans: Diane Farrell (above)
explains her stance on Iraq. Shays,
Farrell, Maymin, and Duffee (below, L-R)
prepare for the debate atop wooden stools
on the Quick Center stage.

Third party candidates share stage at debate
CONTINUED FROM PAGE
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"I'm not a partisan politician. I don't
think or act that way," he said. "I try to find
a Democrat to co-sponsor every bill that
I believe in, because I think that we are
Americans first and Democrats and Republicans second. I hope you'll judge me on my
experience and my seniority."
The two major candidates offered solutions to the conflict in Iraq that were different in rhetoric but similar in substance.
Farrell ripped the Bush administration
and the Republican Congress for getting
into the war, and said the United States is
wasting $250 million per day on the war,
while more than 2,700 American soldiers
have lost their lives fighting it.
She said the U.S. must negotiate a
cease-fire between the two major rivaling
ethnic groups in Iraq - the Sunnis and Shiites - and favors a timetable for a withdrawal
of American troops.
Shays, who called for a timetable earlier
this fall after his 14,h trip to Iraq, said that
the Iraqis stopped making progress towards
self-governance, and that Americans and
Iraqis need to work together to establish a
timetable.
All four candidates agreed that U.S.

troops should be re-deployed or sent home
sooner rather than later.
Maymin, who spoke with an ear-to-ear
grin on his face, mocked both of the major
party candidates, saying neither had a grasp
for what the U.S. should do to get out of
the conflict.
"My opponents want a timeline without
a time," he said. "That just leaves a line."
Maymin said he advocates removing
all American troops from Iraq by July 4,
2007.
Duffee, a portly man with a long gray
beard, said the U.S. was "wrong and should
admit we're wrong" on Iraq.
When asked about the increased tension
between the U.S. and North Korea, Farrell
said the Bush administration has failed to
contain dictator Kim Jong II, and that the
administration's refusal to sit down and
talk with the North Koreans has worsened
the situation.
"It's more important to talk to your
enemies than your friends," she said. "The
administration has to understand that when
you don't talk, this is what will happen."
Shays defended Bush's policies, saying
that the only way to effectively deal with the
North Koreans is to bring nations like Japan,
China and South Korea to the table - something the administration advocates.

The questions were asked by a panel
that consisted of College Democrats President Sarah Kennedy '08, College Republicans President Sam DeMarzo '07, Mirror
online news editor Jess Mitchell '08, WVOF
station manager Mike Wood '07, Debate
team President Meredith Darts, and Ham
Channel producer Mike Livingston '07.
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Underage patrons
escaped through
side exits
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legrino was pleased to hear the results, as
well.
"If no violations were found, I would
say that this is a positive thing, both for the
proprietors and for the of-age customers,"
said Pellegrino.
The results of these raids, however, may
not tell the full story.
"I know a lot of people had heard about
it [the raid], and so they didn't go," said Rob
McDonnell '08.
Another junior, who wished to remain
anonymous for fear of criminally implicating herself, was in Bravo that night: "Nicole
Brady" '08. Brady said that the bouncers
were being particularly strict that night.
"They said, 'Unless you're 21 we can't
let you in tonight,'" said Brady.
Brady and her friends ran out the door
when the police entered. One of her underage friends was trapped inside. Body's
friend was then questioned by Fairfield
Police and State Liquor Commission officers.
"My friend showed her [fake] ID to the
cops and they stamped her hand as okay. She
then continued to drink," said Braady.
"Brooke Smith" '08, also a pseudonym,
is underage but enjoys going to bars with
friends.
"I had heard rumors that Bravo was going to get raided. It made me start thinking
maybe I shouldn't go that night, but I felt
that every time there's a rumor they never
raid," said Smith.
But just after 11 p.m., Smith entered
Bravo with a friend.
"The bar was not as packed as usual. I
was inside maybe five minutes at the most. I
saw a cop come in and another at the door. I
looked at my friend and we ran out the side
door," she said.
The University was not connected to
the raids in any way, according to administration officials.
"Public Safety was not informed and
did not have any knowledge of these establishments being checked by the Liquor
Commission and Fairfield Police," said
Director of Public Safety Todd Pelazza.
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Partying or praying at the beach?Fr-von ^ discusses the beach, the frosh
class and diversity issues on campus
BY ANTHONY PARISI

As a Fairfield student, you probably consider the
beach a place that hosts the best parties and a guaranteed
fun night.
But did you know the beach is considered a great
location to pray? For University President Fr. Jeffrey von
Arx, it certainly is.
"Believe it or not, I try to get some exercise," von
Arx said Monday afternoon in a class press conference,
adding that the beach is a serene and relaxing place of
worship.
von Arx enjoys spending quiet afternoons walking
along the Fairfield beach and praying. But he also values
the beach as a getaway from the stress and important
concerns that go with being University president.
One such concern is the effort to increase the number
of ethnically diverse students on campus. Diversity has always been a major issue at Fairfield, since it is considered
a predominately white campus, von Arx said.
However, the administration has made great strides
with this year's freshman class, due to a significant increase in the number of students from different cultures
and backgrounds.
"We've managed to double the number of AH AN A
students," said von Arx.
AHANA students are those of African-American,
Hispanic, Asian and Native American decent who are
enrolled at the University.
Diversity, von Arx said, is not primarily considered

a race issue.
"I'm also talking about socio-economic diversity and
cultural diversity," he added, encouraging an increase in
both types of diversity.
"Change of culture at the institution can sometimes
be a little scary for some people," said von Arx, because
everyone is comfortable in their current situations. This
complacency is a reason Fairfield needs to change and
integrate different cultures. Diversity provides people with
a chance to understand others and evaluate themselves,
he added.
But diversity is not limited to the student population.
An increase in the number of diverse administrators is
another one of von Arx's goals. Having faculty members
of various backgrounds provides students with different
teaching methods and opinions.
von Arx did note that there has been success with
achieving a more mixed faculty.
Maintaining diversity in the student population is
considered much easier because new students arrive
every year.
In the case of professors and administrators on campus, however, "the staff tends to be more stable," said
von Arx, which makes it more difficult to incorporate a
mixed faculty.
Diversity is among the many issues von Arx is working on to make Fairfield more appealing to both perspective and current students.
"Lots of things are happening. Lots of things are
changing," he said.

Mirror File Photo

A sit down with von Arx: University president says he
relaxes and thinks about campus issues by walking on the
beach

Would you criticize the president
of a $160 billion fundP
If so, you might be just what
were looking for.

Portfolio Accountant/
Operations Associate/
Client Service Reporting Associate
Resume Deadline:
TOMORROW

Founded over 30 years ago, Bridgewater Associates, Inc. is a leading institutional portfolio manager with over $160 billion in assets under management. With over $27 billion
in Pure Alpha, our flagship alpha strategy, we are one of the largest managers of hedge
fund strategies in the world. Pure Alpha's proven 15 year track record is one of the longest in the industry. Our clients are the largest and most sophisticated pools of capital
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Cheers and Boos
CHEERS to the basketball season, which got underway last
weekend with the men's and women's Red-White scrimmages at
Alumni Hall. Three publications have already picked the men's team
to finish dead last in the Metro Atlantic Athletic Conference, but if
the Stags are in fact going to have another losing season (which we
don't think is a certainty), the team demonstrated on Saturday with an
array of high-powered slam dunks that they will entertain a few fans
along the way. Also, the women's team, which lost only two players
from last year, have chance to bring home a conference title.
BOOS to FUS A's proposal to produce a life-size statue of our
beloved mascot, the stag. Although the "Stag-positive" way of life
is a good attempt to increase the pride and school spirit that has been
lacking on campus in recent years, the idea that a statue of a stag
will bring pride to campus is absurd. There has been a "stag," actually an elk, hanging in the lower level of the campus center for as
long as any of the current students have been here and it hasn't had
an affect on the student body. Some other options to improve Stag
Pride could include executing a series of events that could form to
long-lasting traditions: free admission to a basketball game at the
Arena or perhaps a complimentary Fairfield sweatshirt.
CHEERS to Monday's congressional debate at the Quick Center.
U.S. Rep Christopher Shays, R-4 and Democratic challenger Diane
Farrell showed just why their race has garnered so much national attention. In addition to the fact that the outcome of the Nov. 7 election
could determine which party controls the House of Representatives
for the next two years, both candidates are incredibly skilled politicians with impressive speaking skills. Moreover, Phil Maymin of
the Libertarian Party and Richard Duffee of the Green Party were
a breath of fresh air, each stealing the show for moments at a time
with hilarious jabs at their more well-known opponents.
BOOS to spinach not being back in the cafeteria or the Stag.
Grocery stores have reintroduced spinach and the FDA has deemed
the crop safe for human consumption. Although the population of
vegetarians and vegans may be small on the Fairfield campus, what
daily alternatives is the university food service providing? The brand
Foxy lettuce may have recently been recalled for E. coli, but there is
no reason that spinach should not return to the menu. Even if people
are hesitant in consuming the once contaminated green, spinach
should be available for students and faculty who want to continue
their healthy lifestyles and appetites.
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Once received; all letters become property of The Mirror.
There are no guarantees of publication and all submissions must be signed.
The Mirror reserves the right to edit letters and articles for content,
length and grammatical error. Letters should be free of obscenities
and personal attacks, and should contain correct and factual information.
Pltase keep letters to under 350 words.
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Google always ahead of the trend
to take such a step at the moment. It will have to rely
on Al Gore to help them re-create the Internet. (I'm
Call it GooTube, YouGoo, Google Tube or serious: Google search for "Al Gore Yahoo.")
You Toogle. After paying $ 1.65 billion for
The last two reasons almost work hand in
YouTube, I don't think Google is too con- hand. In addition to trying to keep MySpace from
cerned with the name.
completely turning YouTube into WinAFreeXBoxGoogle is one of the smartest and most progres- JunkAdTube, I think Google has bigger plans for
sive companies in business today, probably only streaming video. Combine YouTube's captive audibehind Apple. When it does something, it does it ence and Google's amazing search and seamless advertising capabilities and there is some potential.
right, and on a massive scale.
Additionally, I've got the feeling that Google
So why exactly did Google decide to buy
sees something in YouTube that the rest of the
YouTube?
Google executives would not buy YouTube market can't even predict yet. It's definitely going
unless it had one of these things in mind: (1) It was to supercharge YouTube's bank statements; the
just a really, really expensive publicity stunt; (2) question is how.
Pay-per-play advertising? Viral marketing?
They wanted to get a share of YouTube's profits as
it is the seventh most trafficked site on the Internet Integrating HTML video ads into regular web-sites?
according to Alexa rankings. (3) They wanted to Whatever it is, Google is going to revolutionize
make sure no one else could get it, and they'll keep advertising on the internet... again.
But with so much posiit how it is. (4) They want
tive
impact on their stock
to completely revolutionize
price
and such great press,
the way streaming video on
there has to be something
the Internet affects our daily
bad, right?
lives.
Right.
As far as a publicity
w* imapw yj&a teas Macs *w»
Just before the buyout,
stunt is concerned, I find
fCD0»t. Itm*) ftm f<*l«H UArl
while rumors were still
that highly unlikely. That
going around about who
is one high-stakes publicaaflWMUflBCO - Butint SoMlont -Acou Good!
would win YouTube, my
ity stunt. Obviously Google
roommate made an interwas not doing poorly before
esting point: the copyright
this buyout and, although
lawsuits were and are poit helped their stock price,
tentially astronomical for
it would have been a risky
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy/ The Mirror
whoever buys it.
move to bet $1.65 billion
GooTube: Dominating the internet.
In addition to all of
on the chance that it would
its user-generated content, YouTube is absolutely
bump their stock up a bit.
Further supporting that idea and addressing loaded with copyrighted videos uploaded by those
the profits YouTube could produce: YouTube isn't who either ripped the file from a DVD or found some
even technically profitable yet. At the rate it was other means of illegally storing it on their computer.
going, who knows if it would ever be profitable; They then broadcast it to any of the millions of users
it just started running its first paid advertisements who want to watch. This sounds like a pretty big
recently, and its bandwidth alone runs at a cost of problem to me (Napster, anybody?).
Obviously Google had to know this, so my
$ 1 million per month.
In response to the third choice, this is actually only response is that they must have an amazing
fairly likely. If MySpace had time to take a break solution. Whatever happens, the Web 2.0 trend we
from squeezing more ads into every single inch see following the Dot-Com Bubble doesn't leave
of every page, they probably would have realized room for mistakes.
With Al Gore backing Yahoo! in its new video
that YouTube is one of their biggest competitors in
terms of time-wasters for people wasting time on endeavors, NewsCorp buying MySpace, and offers
flying around for Facebook, we are seeing massive
the Internet.
Yahoo! also would have benefited greatly from consolidation on the Internet right now. Things are
YouTube's audience, but it didn't have the financing just getting interesting.
BY BRIAN ERICKSON

Google

YouCES
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Politics: don't force student interest
CHATTIN' WITH CHAPIN
ANDREW CHAPIN

Politics is just one of
those things that is not my
cup of tea. Don't get me
wrong, it's plenty interesting and all, but
what is the incentive to participate? What
an idealistic yet naive belief that our vote is
reflected in big government.
Maybe that's my problem: I just have
not given politics a chance. Living in New
York all of these years apparently has curbed
my appetite for mass college liberalism,
teacher propaganda and senseless debates
about issues with which we have no control
or input.
Do we have input though? Some say
yes, some say no. I do not want my words
to be construed as a reckless indictment of
the government, and I am absolutely not an
anarchist. But I'do wish to relay my sentiments about the inherent sickness rotting the
college tree of knowledge.
We hear so many subtle jabs at the
current administration mixed in with curriculum almost seamlessly transitioned. But
it is apparent enough that if you're paying
attention, you can pick it up. If you really
have an ear for digression in discussion, it

might even rouse your head from the desk
after a brief nap.
So what are you to do when a professor
is immersed in a 15-minute ramble that has
engaged nobody but the professor? You can
either raise your hand and offer personal
insight or settle in your seat as you slowly
drift into unconsciousness against the drone
of the inaudible political lullaby.
Are teachers supposed to be impartial
out of respect for their class' diverse political ideologies? I look at this the same way
I look at celebrities who use their fame to
. propagate their political agenda.
Musicians, actors and actresses, models
and athletes, are not, as far as I'm concerned,
any better than me or any other American,
so I couldn't care less what they have to
say about the war in Iraq, the upcoming
congressional election or government surveillance.
I saw that Barbara Streisand was at a
recent concert enacting a satire of President
Bush. I don't care if she doesn't like the
President, because not too many people do.
That is her right, but doesn't that right stop
when she imposes it on the rest of the audience? I'm probably taking it too far, but I
feel like some people just feel obligated to
force their beliefs on others.

It could be that you truly do not care
about Mark Foley or the shortcomings of
the United Nations or the rights of prisoners
in Guantanamo Bay. It's not a question of
concern and the topics certainly are relevant
in our lives, but that does not mean they
have to voice beliefs more fervently than
a drunken Fairfield student. Why does
every conversation have to revolve around
politics?
In my opinion, people think that a political discussion connotes this image of an
intelligent discussion; it might even impress
a couple of people in passing. Other than
that, it is a sham — all hype, nothing more
than a false perception.
My complaint does not lie in politics;
if the system worked properly, I would be
much more supportive. No, I object to the
forceful insistence of some who constantly
bring up politics regardless of the context.
It doesn't matter if it's politics, food,
last night, the summer, skiing or cigarette
preference, as long as it's something. When
discussion stops and instead you speak just
as much from a position of authority as
from knowledge and personal experience,
we must question. That is our obligation;
blabbering just to hear a voice is only our
right.

What really counts - not the SATs
It was said that the SATs were not a fair
playing ground because the statistics showed
that students of a higher socio-economic
status were more likely to do better on the
SATs.
I'm surprised it took so long to piece

money. All of this, in addition to the cost of
the actual test (which adds up if you take it
multiple times),' is for an exam that doesn't
There are some lucky students out there
even accurately test your intelligence.
who attend one of the 750 colleges
The colleges not requiring the SATs
that are not requiring students to take
have the right idea. A combination of
the SATs.
academic grades,
Does anyone rememrecommendations,
ber the horror, blood, sweat
■ i »E -::■ .'■: u ::. sesv red a«i ttssas i-'i.
and tears of the SATs?
interviews and essays are what show
The hours of studytrue student abiliing, the days, weeks, and
ties and potential.
months of pressure from
The SATs show
your parents, teachers and
nothing construcType-A friends. For anyone
tive to.show the
who doesn't know Type-A,
actual capabilities
they are the people who
■ Qn(i is *< |y■■-' iy'\ j %,#!\y(\
. ■■
j v<\V;,;I'yi-:A' I
\y-\\ ^. I"y/)"\ 1 (>\ i --'-Vy^
of the student.
study over the weekend for
I remember
hours at a time and have a
the day that I took
heart attack because their
the SATs for the
friends aren't preparing for
§JLJ5U » UU
first time. It was
their 15-minute quiz the
at 8 a.m. in March
next week.
i
of 2005. What I
Kudos to all the judidn't know is that
niors and seniors in high
. .
the March SATs
school who don't ever need
had the most diffito know the terror of the
cult score curve out
SAT exam; you have no
of all the examinaidea how lucky you are.
tion dates of the
At the same time, unyear. The test was
derstand my stab of envy
four fours, one 15
that none of my schools
minute break and
were seriously considering
: "-;:.:": ;, ■-. ■ .
Hot - ; '■
countless sections
not using the SATs as a
*§?
on math, reading
guideline and requirement
Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy/The Mirror and writing. Some
to apply.
people fell asleep
In theory, the SATs The cost of the SAT: Outrageous? Not anymore!
during
their
test,
some
threw
up, and many
that
together.
If
you
have
two
students
with
test the intelligence of students. Realistically,
cried.
By
the
time
I
got
out,
I
had
a migraine
it shows how well someone can take a test.
average intelligence, one with a higher socioThe SATs are a waste of money and economic status and one with a lower one, and still had to take the train home.
Although Fairfield has no intention of
time. Futhermore, these tests are just another guess which one is going to be able to pay for
source of anxiety and doubt, where even the Princeton Review classes ranging from joining the 750 schools, to the students who
are applying to those schools: you guys are
the smartest students fret and cry over the $1,000 to $15,000?
Even the SAT prep books are a lot of lucky... people.
upcoming battle of the brains.
BY STEFANIE ROBLES

Eaplan SAT, 2 007 Edition:
$20.00
The Official SAT Online
Private SAT Tutor:

Cost of Taking ttte.-fiJtiff t#^ti
$41.50
.■^ir,^0.'i.'|'-WlM'.'.^!.'J:'.^^W.||l:|.|.!J!-|.|.|.|W.|J
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Women's field
hockey says
goodbye to
the crutches
To the Editor:
The field hockey
team would like to express its disappointment for the distasteful
nature of the pictorial
representation of our
team ("Walk it off"
Oct. 12, 2006).
The cartoon included a Stag dressed
as a severely injured field hockey player
next to our team's record and was not a
necessary approach to reporting the statistics and news of our team.
Before he draws cartoons with negative connotations, we urge Mirror Sports
Editor Dan Akeson to please come to a
game or a practice and actually watch our
team play.
The team works incredibly hard on
and off of the field, and it offends us that
our trials and tribulations thus far this
season have been a laughing matter.
Our record doesn't accurately depict
the time, effort, conditioning and practice
that goes into playing a Division I varsity sport. Our schedule consists of many
top-ranked teams in order for us to gain
experience and be competitive in conference match ups.
We won both of our games this weekend against Quinnipiac and Sacred Heart,
two of the top three teams in our conference. This puts us at 2-3 in conference
play, and in the running for the Northeast
Conference championship.
Also, we would like to congratulate
all of the other fall teams, all of whom
went undefeated this weekend: the men's
and women's soccer, and volleyball teams.
And Alexis Accamando of women's tennis, and Jonathon Fernando and Chip Palumbo of the men's tennis team, who won
their flights in their respective matches.
We recognize all of your hard work,
and would like to wish everyone luck in
their upcoming games and matches as
we approach conference and tournament
play.
We would also like to thank all of
our fans.
Go Stags!

;

Sincerely,
Lauren Callahan
Courtney O'Connor
Caitlin Quinn
The authors are captains of the field
hockey team
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oy to the world
An evening with Richard Simmons in Ridgefield
A short conversation
with America's favorite
exercise guru
Editor's Note: This question was sent to and answered
>y Simmons in an email, via his publicist.
Bo Moore and Sean Corbett: Fairfield University is a
fairly upper-class and very image-conscious school. In addition to the social pressures that dominate our environment,
it is well known that college life and cafeteria dining can
be conducive to over-eating and often times the only food
choices are not especially healthy. What suggestions could
you offer to students who feel the stress of college life is affecting them in a physically or emotionally negative way?
Richard Simmons: What would I say to college students who are full of stress? I say move. When it is all too
much, you get up and take a walk or a jog or ride a bike or go
the gym. There is so much focus on teaching students to be
smart in many subjects but one subject has been left behind
to teach them. Good nutrition and a plan to get fit and stay
fit. I would tell students to make time to eat healthy and take
care of their bodies because they each only have one.

Photos by Sean Corbett/The Mirror

"Put the music on nice and loud, baby!": Richard Simmons made sure that each and every one of his audience members came up on stage to work out with him, in different
stages. Blondes, brunettes and men. The men were forced into a danceoff. This editor lost his pants.
BY

Bo MOORE

We lurked in the dim lobby of the Ridgefield Playhouse, a pair of sneaky young devils preparing to infiltrate
one of America's most celebrated and bizarre assemblies:
the cult of Richard Simmons.
Anticipating nothing short of supreme absurdity,
Mirror A&E editor Sean Corbett and I had ventured to
this sleepy town to experience the flamboyant spectacle
firsthand.
As we stood and pondered our circumstances, a booming chorus of "Joy to the World" pounded through the
theatre doors, a confirmation that hundreds of golden-aged
fitness devotees were already under Richard's spell.
Were we sure about this? I had a feeling that prolonged exposure to this nut might jeopardize my sanity.
Also, I didn't need to lose any weight. But we needed
to know what it was all about, why they flocked to him,
so we shrugged and dove in through the rabbit hole, into
Richard's world.
The theatre was packed to full capacity with women
of all shapes and sizes and a handful of reluctant
husbands. The rows stretched down to a dazzling blue backdrop, and there he was, their
oddball prince, prancing across the stage
like a darling elf, shrieking with colorful
excitement, leaping and conducting his
choir. He was startlingly ageless, beaming
under that silly afro, waltzing in those tiny
gym shorts. And that red sequined tank top,
how it twinkled in the spotlight.
His energy was contagious, and all
the oldsters were clapping in unison, singing their lungs out. As the song ended in
applause we took our seats, and Richard
spoke.

"Why are you crying?" he asked an overweight woman
in the front row.
"I need your help," she sobbed.
Richard smiled with comforting eyes and spread his
arms. "Well, I'm right here" he said softly, embracing her
as the crowd erupted in cheers.
And then he was off again, calling all brunettes,
then blondes, onto the stage for a synchronized exercise
dance.
So this is why they
jH
^L
love him; he is
the Pee Wee Herman ,dB
of aerobics,
with a Mother The- JE
^L resa heart;
he is the harmless
savior of
the aging and sag- fl
\ ging middle class. Combining bit of

fruity fun with a lot of positive encouragement, Richard
shows those who struggle with their self-image how to care
for themselves again. Rather than addressing weight loss
from a strictly physical or dietary position, he emphasized
the importance of emotional health and confidence.
"If you don't love yourself," he explained in a nurturing tone, "you can't take care of yourself." He was like a
stern best friend, demanding to see a smile when you're
down, calling for dancing and no excuses.
Richard incited so much joyful participation that before I knew it, even Sean and I were onstage, alongside the
husbands; naughty Richard was selecting contestants for a
striptease. I couldn't imagine a more preposterous situation,
but I was wrong. After several awkward men had removed
their shirts and gyrated their goofy hips, Sean casually
walked to the edge of the stage and took off his pants. The
crowd screamed like little girls at a Doors concert; Richard
squealed in disbelief. I lost my mind.
Back in our seats, a grandmother in front
of us turned around and warned us, albeit a
bit late: "Be careful; if you go anywhere
with people in their40s and 50s. They'll
make you do whatever they want."
And I realized that this is Richard's secret- these people are supporting each other, and in a sense,
they are helping themselves. It is
t the fans who bring the love and joy,
* even if they don't know they've got it.
Richard is the icon, the focus of their
devotion, but he is not the healer; he
is the inspiration to find the strength
and happiness that already exists in the
depths of everyone's souls.
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Prelude to a Massacre
BY SEBASTIAN SARMIENTO-SAHER

"We ain't ever gonna go hungry
again." That's what self-proclaimed
"Sheriff Hoyt (R. Lee Ermey) announced as he passed around the
cooked remains of the last legitimate
police officer in his town.
"The Texas Chainsaw Massacre:
The Beginning" was a gruesomely
thrilling film that served as a prequel
to the 2003 remake of "The Texas
Chainsaw Massacre." It differed from
the 2003 production in that it showed
the origins of the twisted Hewitt Family
and their adopted son, Thomas (Andrew
Bryniarski).
As the government closed the
meat factory, the Hewitt Family faced
unemployment and starvation as their
town lost its last lucrative business.
Thomas, who already had an awful
childhood due to his diseased face,
released his anger on the world around
him when he was laid off from his job
as a butcher.
As the Hewitt Family consolidated
their frightening power in a town seen
as dead by the rest of the nation, two
young men and their girlfriends were
passing by on their way to a military
center in response to the draft during the
Vietnam War. After suffering a serious
car accident, the four kids were picked

up by the coercive Hoyt and hauled off
to the frightening Hewitt home, where
they would face unspeakable horrors
and struggle for their lives.
So, is this movie just another
one of those mindless hack-and-slash
horror films? Absolutely not. "The
Beginning" features spectacular acting, a fresh storyline and plenty of
gore effects to keep you on the edge
of your seat.
I couldn't help but grow attached
to the refreshing personalities of the
four victims, and I cringed when I saw
them in anguish. Their genuine acting
did an excellent job of giving me insight
into the emotions they were trying to
convey. I felt like I could understand
their pain, fright and suffering from
my sweat-drenched seat. Ermey, on the
other hand, did an outstanding job portraying such a despicable man who controlled the fearsome "Leatherface."
"The Beginning" answered many
questions that I had from the 2003
TCM.
I found out that there is much more
to Thomas Hewitt's past than I assumed.
It's important to clarify that this movie
delivers the "why?" In other words, it
gives the causes and reasons for why
the Hewitt Family started committing
these heinous acts; whereas the 2003
TCM only really showed the "how?"

(In terms of bloodshed, of course).
And, as expected, "The Beginning" stayed true to the bloody and
suspenseful nature of its predecessor,
while also surpassing it on a whole
new level.
This serves as a warning to those
who can't handle blood in movies,
because there's a whole lot more
blood and gore this time around. As
for me, I was delighted by the realistic
sounds and effects throughout this
tense movie.
One thing that bothered me about
this film was that I knew exactly what
to expect because I saw the first one in
2003. I'm not going to spoil anything
for anyone, but if you saw the 2003
TCM, then there is practically no point
in seeing "The Beginning" other than
to find answers to questions or for the
simple gratification of seeing a horror
flick. I might even say that it would
have been better to reverse the order of
release for the two TCM movies.
Overall, I found this film to be
very entertaining. From the shocking
gore effects to the twisted personalities
of the Hewitt Family, I can guarantee
that these are just some of the aspects
of "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre:
The Beginning" that will keep your
heart racing until the very end.

Texas Chainsaw Massacre:
The Beginning

FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY
PARENT'S WEEKEND!

This weekend Come to Capri Clothing lor
your FREE GROSGRJUN RIBBON KEYCHAIN...
20% off gour £ntir£ purchase
for parent's W&zkgnd
Fall and winter clothing from Lacoste,
Vineyard Vines, indigo Palms,
Splendid, and 3 Dots Knits!
1417 Post Rd I open MoiHal 9:30-6 & Sunday 12-5pm

Private Voice Lessons
UNUMTTED *****
TANNING

HOLLYWOOD TANS
STRATFORD
1345 B-.i m urn Ave.
Strottr.fi. CT
203-385-8555

FAIRFIELD
2173 Black RockTurnpIki

Fairfield, CT
203-336-8267

NORWALK
440Westpor1 Ave.
Nbrwalk, CT
203-847-7755

Develop power and increase range
Sing with confidence
Audtion preparation
Ivan Rutherford/ Jean Valjean from
Broadway's 1 Oth Anniversary Co. of
Les Miserables

j-

Fairfield Location:
(1 /2 a mile from campus) '
Student day rate available!
203.962.1439

COFFEE BREAK
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Columbus Day with a pair of Mikes
Two 'Stella' stars stand up at Toad's
BY EVAN BARDEN

Last Monday at Toad's Place in New Haven, a
place typically known for its wide variety of musical
acts, the audience was in stitches over the comedic stylings of Michael Ian Black and Michael Showalter.
Black is a well know TV personality from his work
on "Ed," "Celebrity Poker," Sierra Mist commercials
and most notably as a commentator on VH1 's "I Love
The..." series.
Showalter has been a correspondent on "The Daily
Show" and was responsible for co-writing and acting
in the 2001 cult classic "Wet Hot American Summer,"
in which Black also appeared.
Together, Black and Showalter make up two thirds
of the comedy troupe Stella, known for their short films
and a Comedy Central series of the same name.
Both first gained recognition as members of "The
State," a mid-90s improv troupe from NYU signed by
MTV to produce a sketch comedy show. "The State"
ran for only a couple seasons but its members have
since gone on to dominate much of Comedy Central.
Black and Showalter are arguably the most well-known
out of the original 11 members.
Showalter opened the night with his unique brand
of stand-up comedy. He began by asking the audience
what they would like him to do and after several fans
requested "cartwheels," Showalter got on with the
show. A highlight of his set was his confession of his

feelings about the music world. He played the crowd
some of his favorite songs, such as "Crash" by the Dave
Matthews Band and "Drops of Jupiter" by Train. He
then explained why he loved the songs.
He also admitted to hiding such music in his
iPod under trendier artists' names, such as disguising
Sheryl Crow as Cat Power. Showalter also showed
the audience some of his artistic renditions of cartoon
characters such as the Smurfs, that were all but, well,
completely pornographic. Not only was he able to play
well off of the crowd, but Showalter's original brand
of stand-up had them crying from laughter.
As the headliner, Black brought a more traditional,
albeit deranged, form of stand-up to the stage. Always
the one to push boundaries, Black opened his set with
an explanation of Nazi Party propaganda. He claimed
that any group that could combine the words nachos
and Yahtzee and then call it a party, was a group built
for success.
In his own words, "Now I'm Jewish, so I don't
agree with everything the Nazis did, but I would have
said, 'sign me up'."
His comedy continued through his set, commenting
on his self-humility by poking fun at the cancellation of
the "Stella" TV series as well as his homosexual public
image. His obscure and hilarious brand of comedy was
a perfect compliment to Showalter's antics. At the end
of the night the two gentlemen signed copies of their
"Stella" shorts and met with fans.

Contributed Photo

Stellaaa!: If you haven't seen these two in action, it would be a
good idea to.

"On The Spot," in the city
with Tiny Spectacular
BY EVAN BARDEN

Contributed Photos

Whose
is it anyway?: Above and below, the Tiny Spectacular
perform at the Magnet Theater. The ensemble cast is renowned for its
influential and inventive shows along with its ability to make you throw
up all over the laughing man, or woman, in front of you.

On Saturday Oct. 7, while most students were
enjoying their first visit home of school year,
Theatre Fairfield's improv troupe, "On The Spot,"
traveled to New York City to catch a show at one
of the Big Apple's best. The Magnet Theatre.
The Magnet was formed in March 2005, by
Armando Diaz, Ed Herbstman, Shannon Manning
and Alex Marino. Diaz is one of the living legends
in the improv world and The Magnet is a testament
to that distinction.
The headlining show on Oct. 7 was one of the
city's premier troupes, "The Tiny Spectacular."
Billed as a show featuring faculty (and Second
City Alumni) from The Magnet, Tiny Spectacular
truly represents the best of what New York City
improv has to offer.
With a relatively small-core cast, various guest
players join each week, all looking for a chance
to have fun and improvise with each other. The
most notable "regular" guest is former Saturday
Night Live and major motion picture star Mike
Myers, who plays with "Tiny Spectacular" every
few weeks.
The cast that night consisted of Rachel Hamilton, Abby Sher, Miriam Tolan, Jean Villepique,
James Easton and Jason Matzoukas. The cast is a
mix of teachers, well-known improvisers and comedic personalities, sometimes appearing on "The
Daily Show," "The Office," "The Upright Citizen's
Brigade" and various VH1 programs.
No Myers that night. No matter though, the
troupe could not have been funnier.
With an audience suggestion of "Pharaoh," the

troupe took off on a 45-minute free form improvisational journey. The interconnectedness of the
six members was mind boggling. If you think the
guys on "Whose Line Is It Anyway?" are impressive, the gang in Tiny Spectacular would make
your head explode.
While weaving from one hilarious scene to another, the troupe had the audience crying, screaming and stomach-cramping from laughter. Without
exaggerating, these guys are funny enough to make
you throw up. Each improviser brought a unique
and equally amusing energy to the stage to create
an extravaganza of laugh-a-minute fun.
As Eberle told the cast of On The Spot after
the show, "You'll always hear that the way to learn
improv is to do it, but it's also really important to
get out there and see the best."
Tiny Spectacular is just that, the best.
•

••••••••••••••••a

• Want to see "Tiny ;
:
Spectacular?"
;
. The group performs every Saturday e
. night at 7:30 p.m. at the Magnet
e
. Theatre located at 254 West 29th St. e
New York, NY 10001.
Pickets are $5 and street parking is
•
free after 7 p.m. for students.
• Call 212-244-8824 for reservations.
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Battle of the bands a "special night" on campus
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Not Born on the bayou: He took his shirt off, but Brian Gertz '08 and his band still got the loudest applause that night.
BY PALINA PAVARHA

It was hard to believe that this was the first time they
played together. The lead guitarist said their sound was
similar to Santana in the jam rock genre. Judging from the
applause, the audience seemed to enjoy jam rock, though
not as much as free pizza.
Welcome to the fall 2006 version of Fairfield's Battle
of the Bands - a competition between local bands playing
their own instruments that took place at "The Levee" this
Saturday.
The little bar was full long before the opening jam
band, Alcopolco Gold, began the contest. All of the tables
taken and those who came in late had to stand. One of the

bartenders, Mike Putnam, said that this was a "special
night" and that they had a lot more people than usual - about
60 at one count - because of the Battle of the Bands.
Alcopolco Gold seemed to fit most expectations. It
started off with non-mellow but strangely pleasant and
harmonious sounds; the words having flown into music a
good time after, and then disappearing as quickly as they
came.
The next contestant, Mike Falzone - his acoustic guitar
hanging on a yellow police line over his shoulder - brought
in a different kind of rhythm, his guitar playing soft and
slow, making the audience clap their hands like responding
to an old familiar song.
"Indie acoustic funk," as Falzone defined what he had
been playing, seemed to be very good for people's diges-

tion. By the time Falzone finished, almost everyone was
munching on pizza and enjoying the music.
The third band, Logan Groovers, got lucky ; while they
were entangling the floor with wires and cables and spreading the bright-colored rug they brought with them the free
pizza had run out. Without any food to chew, the audience
turned their full attention to the Logan Groovers.
Initially, their music was a strange fusion of various
styles combining all three of the guitarists, changing numerous times during the time they played and sang. The
audience's reaction was more than positive to this "blend
of flavors" as the members of the band described it.
They were followed by a band called Sour Diesel. With
furious guitar riffs and a lot of shouting and growling there
was no place left for pizza thoughts. The Sour Diesel ended
their performance playing Metallica to the loud cheers from
big fans of this genre.
The leading guitarist, who came from New York to
play at the Battle of the Bands, said he defined their music
as "heavy rock", something between heavy metal and
hard rock."
Self-proclaimed psychedelic acoustic-guitarist Nick
"North" Shifrin and the last band called Wood Havenheavies got the best audience - people who were there to listen
to what they had to sing and play.
The winners: Logan Groovers, who received first
place and a gift certificate for $150 to the Guitar Center.
Soar Diesel earned second and Wood Havenheavies took
away third place.
Jon Vecotta, director of concerts for FUSA and one
of the jury members, said that in judging they took into
consideration talent, originality and structure of the songs.
He also added that this is the first Battle of the Bands this
year, but there may be more more coming up.
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R-O-C-K in the campus bar: With an impressive turnout, a slew of free food and
some delicious beer, the night full of live music was a great success. FUSA chose
only one band as the winner, but anyone who was there will tell you, it was the audience who won the real prize.
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Superman: up, up, and away!'
COMIC BOOK BOY
MICHAEL FISCHETTI

"Up, Up, And Away!" picks up as part of DC Comics'
"One Year Later" storyline, which follows its previous "Infinite Crisis" storyline in which Superman has not had his
powers for more than a year.
But wait, when did he lose his powers? For those of
you who do not read comics regularly, this is a perfectly
understandable question. He lost his powers in "Infinite
Crisis" when he was fighting two other Supermen from two
alternate universes and lost his powers fighting them inside
the Kryptonian sun.
Now, I know what you're thinking: "This dude has no
life or sense of reality if he really buys this stuff month after
month and enjoys it!"
To that, all I can say is: "Lighten up and suspend your
disbelief for a brief time!"
At the beginning of the story, we find Superman living a
life of normalcy with his wife, Lois Lane. Without his powers
he finds himself focusing more on his journalistic work, using
it to try to bring down his arch-nemesis Lex Luthor.
Luthor, having just been acquitted of several dozen
charges through the magic of money and the easily manipulated American legal system, decides to focus his efforts op
creating a new weapon based on Kryptonian technology.
Will Superman regain his powers and thwart Luthor's plans?
.. .Don't look at me; I want you to have a reason to read the
book after all!
There are a few more things I can tell you to encourage
you to give the book a read. For one thing the book is written by comic book legends Kurt Busiek and Geoff Johns.
Kurt Busiek is a man who really understands Superman
and has done some of his best work while writing about the
character. Besides having written "Infinite Crisis," Geoff

Johns is known for writing "Justice Society of America" and
co-writing DCs epic year-long series "52." They collaborate
with artists Pete Woods and Renato Guedes, with covers by
husband-wife team Terry and Rachel Dodson.
For those of you who may not have enjoyed "Superman Returns," this is probably the returns story you would
have enjoyed more. It is well paced with more dialogue
than "Returns" and is loaded with the type of fight scenes
that comics are known for. This story also seems to go more
in depth into the mind of Superman than "Returns" did at a
surface level. This book has a great deal of voice over narration, which explains his feelings, as opposed to "Returns,"
in which director Bryan Singer used facial expressions and
other subtleties to tell his story.
Though the main focus of the book is Superman, the
scene in the book that truly touched, and almost moved
me to tears, was a scene involving Lois Lane, in which she
explained to Clark how she felt about his responsibility as
Superman. She related it to how a fireman's wife deals with
her husband's responsibility as a firefighter. This scene is
not a straight black and white cliche, the love oath that we
all know by heart. This scene is like real life; it's in shades
of gray. This is the kind of scene that I have been waiting
for years to read as Lois finally comes through as more than
just the perfect counterpoint to Clark.
Overall, as more than just a diehard Superman fan, but
as a fan of comic books in general, I cannot tell you how
happy I was to read this book. I read it all in one sitting and
considered reading it a second time before writing this review (but I had midterms to study for this week). If you are
really looking for an uplifting story or want to get a sense
of why I love comics so much, read this book and you will

Workout for the whole semester for only $99That's less than your Art History Book,

• Multiple 30,000 square footstate o*-«te-a«t &<aliSes
• Unlimited FREE taruung at ferand new ztan&wp i
• 500 group exercise classes per week, including spinning
and fflates, belly dancing and boot camjt
» Frivate flat-screen televisions"on all cardie e*jttq?meitf
• Connecticut's most comprehensive free-weight area
Contributed Photo

Kent in the bullpen: Clark Kent lost the cape and picked up the typewriter,
only to then pick up the cape again, in this issue.
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. Easy study tips to help you
procrastinators! get ^^ midterms
late for class or when you're chasing the professor, trying to explain why you couldn't hand in the assignment
on time?
Time, according to the Cambridge Dictionary, is "that
part of existence which is measured in seconds, minutes,
hours, days, weeks, years, etc., or this process considered
as a whole." And if time is the indispensable part of our
existence, is there any way we can control it? In my
search for an answer I've gone over a dozen books on
time management, but they just gave dry pieces of advice

3) Keep your door closed and locked when you're
working. Ignore the knocking. No one ever said that doing
I'll do that... just later. Not today. Maybe not even
that is unfriendly. Is having your friends knocking on your
tomorrow. In a day or two. Or three.
door at 2 a.m. on the day before the exam just to tell you
As I sat before my computer, staring blankly at the
a joke considered friendly? Besides, this is a free country.
screen, I answered my unimportant e-mails, cleaned my
It's your door and you can do whatever you want with it.
already tidy room, and thought to myself that studying for
4) Turn off instant messengers and close irrelevant
my midterms can wait.
Web sites when working on your computer. It's hard, I
Then it hit me- my whole life consists of putting
know. I succeeded only on the 12th try, so know that it
things off until the last minute. Exams: I study the night
might take some time.
before. Articles: I finish five minutes before
5) Learn how to say "No." Not "erm...
the deadline. Even meeting with friends: I'm
no?" and not "No! Period. I mean exclamaclosing the door of my room when they're
tion mark. Whatever," but just "No."
already at the stage of calling the police to
6) If you can't do something on your
report me missing.
own, ask for help. I know I'm not a genius.
I know that I'm not alone. I belong to a
I can't even count without a calculator, howspecial category of people who despise the
ever I know people who can and people who
limits of schedules and the idea of planning.
can lend me a calculator.
We don't believe in calendars and are proud
7) Don't get too comfortable. If you're
to tell our friends after the exam that it took
sitting on the bed among.soft comfy pillows,
us only one night to get ready for it.
with a pack of chips on your right and a TV
If you want to know whether you belong
remote on your left, forget about working on
to this wide society, go over the points listed
something. You're just going to watch TV
below:
instead. Be sure to sit in that hard wooden
• You don't have an alarm clock.
chair over the desk with pens, pencils and
• You have an alarm clock that is so
papers on your right and this reminder on
simple to turn off when it starts ringing that
your left.
it's like having no alarm clock at all.
8) Discuss your plans with your friends.
It's the tip I've figured out myself. Sometimes
• You don't have a clock.
my friends know my schedule better than I
• You have a clock, but look at it less than
do. They can also remind me about the things
six times a day.
we have planned together and give me a
• You don't have a calendar.
Photo Illustration by Jack McNamara/The Mirror good idea of what my week will look like.
• You have a calendar, but the only things
They also encourage me to do my work as
you put in it are your friends' birthdays and It's time to buckle down: End those AIM conversations and start studying for
your midterms!
soon as possible so I can spend more time
upcoming parties.
• When you arrange a meeting with your friends, they that I would never use in real life. Therefore I decided to with. them.
9) When thinking about your day, always determine
know they have to come a half-hour later in order not to make up my own list of things to do to be better able to
control time. These may not be the things that are usually the "Big One" - the most important thing you need to do.
wait for you.
recommended in such cases, but they are the things that Even if it's something like: "Buy a new alarm clock for he
• Nobody is ever surprised when you're late.
one I crashed this morning". It will help your to understand
• You always get alarm clocks and calendars for your really work for me.
your priorities for the day.
birthday.
10) Reward yourself for the work finished. For writing
1) Think of the benefits you will get from fulfilling
• You truly believe that an ideal day should be 30
this
article
I'm going to reward myself with vanilla icethe
task
on
time.
Not
just
the
benefits
of
getting
a
good
hours long.
cream,
watching
"Jackass" and one more hour of sleep. I
• Your brain is used to working with full efficiency grade, but think logically - good work means good grades,
will
make
myself
think it's a reward, but it's actually the
good grades means a good diploma, a good diploma means
after midnight.
a good job, a good job means good money... you know things I wanted to do but postponed them until the work
• "Tomorrow" is your busiest day.
was done.
If you have answered more than half of these ques- what to do with good money, don't you?
The last tip is what one wise man once said: "Before
2) Throw out papers that aren't of any use. You can't
tions positively, than you can proudly call yourself an
seriously believe that the pile of garbage on your desk going to sleep, I think of the things I have done. After
absolutely free person.
waking up, I think of the things I need to do."
But is there something to be proud of when you're "brings back memories."

Fairfield to host Ramadan iftaar
Editor's note: Aamina Awan is active
in the Religious Studies Department and
was invited to preview the organization's
upcoming event.

Fairfield's Religious Studies Department
is hosting the first Ramadan iftaar (a meal
served at the end of the day during Ramadan
that breaks the day's fast).
For more than a billion Muslims around
the world, Ramadan is a month of blessing
that is characterized by prayer, fasting and
charity.
Muslims believe that during the month
of Ramadan, God revealed the first verses of

the Holy Quran. During Ramadan, Muslims
practice sawm, or fasting, where they abstain
from eating and drinking, even water, from
sunrise to sunset. Fasting is one of the Five
Pillars (duties) of Islam. It helps Muslims feel
the peace that comes from spiritual devotion,
as well as kinship with fellow believers.
So come learn more about the Muslim
faith, the importance of Ramadan, and join
us for some amazing ethnic food!
Layla's Falafel Restaurant will be catering the event, so don't miss out! Fellow
Fairfield Muslim students will share their
opinions on what Ramadan means to them,
and Imam Nasif Muhammad of the Bridge-

port Mosque will be present to commemorate
the event.
It will be held in the Loyola Ignatian
Commons at 6 p.m. This enjoyable and
informative event is free of charge.
Donations for UNICEF (The United
Nations Children's Fund) will be accepted
to represent the importance of almsgiving
during Ramadan.
For additional information or questions,
please contact Aamina Awan at 07_Aawan@
stagweb.fairfield.edu or Dr. Raquel Ukeles,
professor in religious studies, at rukeles®
Breaking the fast: Come take part in
stagweb.fairfield.edu.
Fairfield's first Ramadan iftaar.
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Can Fairfield be fiin without fake IDs?
BY CAMILLE VECCHIONE

While you may have simply hoped to enjoy a night out
with some friends, sipping on a few cold beers, you may
later find yourself holding a Fairfield police issued summons
for drinking while underage.
Was it worth it?
With the majority of Fairfield undergraduates not quite
yet 21 -years-old, fake IDs seem just as common to carry
around as StagCards. But is it necessary to own one in order
to have fun at Fairfield?
"Someone in your group of friends should have one,
so that they can pick up drinks for you," said Lydia Mulyk
'08.
"With public safety being so strict on campus, it forces
a lot of people to go off campus to the bars around town.
Getting a fake ID is necessary," said Alina Sysak '08.
Bars in Fairfield and Bridgeport seem to be some common hotspots for Fairfield students, luring them with good
music and unbeatable drink deals.
As far as other weekend activities go, not much else
seems to appeal to the student body.
"There isn't much else to do as far as university sponsored stuff goes," said Greg Saam '07. "The sponsored stuff
doesn't attract enough people to make it worth while."
While Saam thinks that activities, such as going to the
movie theater, are always options for entertainment, he said,
"I personally just tend to go [to the movies] during the day,
because its cheaper, and then I can still drink at night."
Many people attain fake IDs from older friends or siblings, while others are able to "chalk" their actual New York
driver's licenses. Some students even go out of their way
to. find small shops in Manhattan where people put fake IDs
together and sell them to minors as a private business.
"The place that I went to was actually some random

sex shop in the city that I had heard about, but you can
practically go anywhere sketchy like that and just ask for
a picture ID. There's a secret room that they make them
in," said Christine Riehl '08. "There's a lot of places you
can go to. It's really easy."
There are also plenty of Web sites that advertise making
fake ids, telling minors to just click and order away. The
Web sites do usually warn that the IDs are for recreational
use only and should not be used to falsely portray onself.
"I'm sure there are Web sites that can make them, but
I've never done that before," said Riehl.
Karla Carpenter '09 believes that the restrictions over
at the beach have caused many students to venture out to
the bars with fake IDs.
"Because the nightlife at the beach has been suppressed, it has given many students no other choice but to
go out to bars," said Carpenter. "If you want to go to bars,
you.really can't get in without a fake. You can either get
one or use others."
Some Fairfield undergrads however, believe that while
gaining access to a fake ID broadens the locale of where
one can drink and loosen up, it is not necessary to own one
in order to enjoy your Fairfield experience.
"I don't think [it's necessary], because I enjoy just
partying on campus. You don't have to worry about getting
rides back from bars, you don't have to deal with Fairfield
police as much and it's not as expensive," said Chris Pace
'08. "I just ask older friends, especially since two of my
housemates are 21."
"You don't need to go to bars to drink at Fairfield,"
agreed Pat Fahy '07. When asked how he and his friends
got their hands on alcohol as underclassmen, he said, "We
just did... either 21 -year-old friends bought it or somebody
had an ID."
According to COV 46.2-347.of the Alcohol Bureau

Photo Illustration by Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Fake ID-on't think so! Some Fairfield students have
fake identities that they use to get into off-campus bars.
Commission, in the state of Connecticut, one can face
conviction of a class three misdemeanor if caught with
a fake ID. Punishment may include a fine of up to $500
and/or up to one year in jail. If caught in a bar with a fake
ID, it is possible to be charged with second degree forgery,
which is a felony, the attempt to procure alcohol as a minor
and/or trespassing.
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. Tuesday's ALL DAY! 1 /2 Price Sauza Frozen
Margaritas ALL DAY TUESDAY! Lime, Strawberry, Peach,
Mango, Banana. Also Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
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• Wednesday's! Corona Madness! $2.25 Corona Beers
ALL DAY WEDNESDAY! Mexican Munchies & HH 3-6:30pm!
•

nUrsday S! Our famous Quesadillas. Choose among
Chicken, Chorizo, Shrimp, Vegetable or Cheese and a XX on
tap.beer for only $9.95/pp & HH 3-6:30-pm!
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• Friday's! Mexican Munchies & Happy Hour!
Coronas $2.25, 1/2 Price Sauza Frozen Margaritas, and
$2:00-$2:50 Drafts, 3-6:30 pm!
STUDENT
PRICING
AVAILABLE

3TO W 50TH ST

Your Stag Card is Welcomed Here!
I Must be 21 yeors old with valid ID to be served alcoholic beverages. Please drink responsibly! |
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Public Safety teaches
Fairfield's females how to
kick butt!
BY MARY THERESE CHURCH

Lighted areas. Walking with friends.
Blue safety lights. These are all common
safety measures that girls look to take.
While Fairfield seems relatively small
and safe, how safe can one truly be?
A new program entitled Rape Aggression Defense System (R.A.D.)
is presently at Fairfield to help teach
women how to defend themselves in the
case of an attack.
The program is taught by Public
Safety Officer Rebecca Lea Lasky,
who was recently trained as a R.A.D.
instructor.
"This is great for anyone to know.
Any female should have enough confidence to stand up for herself," Lasky
said.
According to the R.A.D. pamphlet,
R.A.D. will teach those who participate
how to "develop and enhance the options
of self defense, so they may become viable considerations to the woman who
is attacked."
"We teach hand techniques, it is
a mini-martial arts, geared towards
females and to their strengths," Lasky

said. "Also we will teach how not to
get yourself into these kinds of [attack]
situations."
Currently R.A.D. is the largest
women's self defense training network in
the U.S. This is the first year that R.A.D.
has come to Fairfield and the training will
be held in four, six-hour sessions that
started on October 10. Participation is
currently limited to females on campus,
but Lasky hopes that they will be able to
expand to the local community and even
to high schools.
"We want to eventually open it up
to get high school girls involved. Especially before they go to college, this
is good information for them to know,"
Lasky said.
Many students also seem to think
that the concept behind R.A.D. is important for females.
"I think this is really important,"
said Jill Eichler '09. " It's important to
be aware and to know how to protect
yourself if you're put into a situation
like that."
Ali Curtin '08 said that just having
the option to participate in these kinds of
programs is good for girls.

Casual Dining &Take Out
STUDENT
SPECIALS!

MU&m«A
WEEKLY

• BEST*
OF

*must have a school ID

Micro Brewed
Beer & Wine
MasterCard &
Visa accepted

GYRO
GRILL
Gyros, Chicken & Burgers
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FAIRFIFJ.D COUNTY
READERS' POLL

2006
Best Greek &
Best Middle
Eastern

STUDENT SPECIALS
One free beer with any platter. Dine in only.
Offer valid with student ID.
$2.50 bottled beer all day on Wednesdays.
*Must be 21 years or older to consume alcohol.
Burger
Cheeseburger
Mushroom Burger
Bacon
Cheeseburger
w/ cheese & onions
Pizza Burger
Buffalo Wings ■

$5.50
$6.00
$6.45
$6.45
$6.25
$7.95

Deluxe
$8.00
$8.50
$8.95
$8.95
$8.75

Alt burgers Served wl lettuce, tomato & onions on
an artisan bakery bun. All deluxe burgers served wl
lettuce, tomato, onions, coleslaw, french fries & pickle.

Mirror File Photo

Put up your dukes! The R.A.D. program has come to Fairfield to help teach young
women safety and defense mechanisms.

"I think this is important especially
for people who are really worried about
being attacked. It is a good opportunity to
have a program like this," she said.
The student body was e-mailed
information about the R.A.D. program.
However, many of the students interviewed who were not participating said
that they would have attended had there
been better advertising.
"I would have definitely attended,
but do not remember hearing any information on this," Eichler said. "I just
think this kind of information is important for females to know."
Frank Fraioli '08 agrees that rape
defensive programs are good tools and
resources for any person to know.
"Prevention is so important when
it come to rape because of the terrible
physical and emotional damage that

happens," he said.
Fraioli believes, however, that programs like R.A.D. should not be geared
exclusively towards women. He feels
that the program would be more effective and universally helpful if they
addressed the safety and protection of
men as well.
"Guys can get sexually assaulted,
also," Fraioli said. "Perhaps redesign
the program to fit male needs."
Lasky is excited about the response
to the R.A.D. system and hopes the
participants will not only receive good
information, but students will begin to
see Public Safety Officers in a different
way.
"It is better to have student/officer
interaction; it will be a more positive
light on officers," she said.

Second Place - Weekly Best of Fairfield County
Best Greek
Gyro
Souvlaki
Chicken Kabob
Grilled Chicken
All served with a pita and tzatziki, tonutto and onion.
Your choice of sandwich or platter.
Best Middle Eastern
Falafel
Chicken Kabob
Grilled Chicken
All served with a pita and hummus, Israeli salad and
tahini. Your choice of sandwich or platter.

Hours:
Monday through Thursday
7:00pm-11:45pm
Friday & Saturday
7:00pm-12:45am
Sunday
7:00pm-11:45pm

1485 Black Rock Turnpike
Fairfield • Connecticut
203.334.GYRO • 203.334.4976

www.biggyro.com

Spcfexho
Campus Services

Editor: Christina Stoddard
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HE Said / SHE Said

MegDonlon

Alumni Weekend Invasion
Actual real quotes from acI don't blame the alumni at all for
tual real alumni this weekend: this. They simply did the same thing
Mitch Epstein '00: "Wow, best we do every weekend and made the
alumni weekend ever. The Grape was best of a crappy situation. But it angers
unbelievable. It was never too crowd- me that I didn't get to hang out with
ed and I could get a drink whenever I any alumni all weekend because the
wanted. Glad to see the Point is still as line outside the Grape was constantly
crazy as it was back when I graduated 20-plus people deep and I sure as hell
too; it'd be a shame to see that ever
wasn't waiting that long for a drink.
get shut down by like an injunc
The only experience of mine from
tion or something."
last weekend that involved an
Leroy Finkleberg '04:
alumni worthy of noting unfolded
"Damn son, what a homelike this:
coming football game.
This quasi-interaction
The Stags' football team
I occurred Saturday night
is stomping teams OUT
and, to protect her idenin the MAAC this year!
tity, we'll call her Mary
We already got tickets to
Jane Rottencrotch '05. Ms.
the Ohio State - Fairfield
Rottencrotch escorted my
game next weekend."
severely polluted housemate
Harvey Mandlebaum
back to our house in the wee
'03: "Kid, I can't believe
hours of Sunday morning for
how many events the school
some extracurricular activities
scheduled for the alumni this weekend. and, needless to say, they went down
They really went balls to the wall."
(pardon the pun). Common sense beI know exactly what you're think- gan to prevail, so he did exactly what
ing. "There is no way in hell that these any good man would do: ditch her to
quotes can be real Dan. You found sleep in a completely different room.
three Jewish alumni from Fairfield? We still don't know when or how our
That's BS." You're exactly right, these '05er left the house.
alumni are indeed BS, and so are their
I must digress from embarrassing
quotes.
my housemate and the '05er. Alumni
Alumni weekend left me thor- Weekend confirmed my belief that
oughly unimpressed as it magnified Fairfield as a school offers little in the
the lack of social activities this school way of fun. It's the kids that go here
offers students. With no football team that make the school fun; the personfor which to schedule a home game alities we see out every night, and the
on Alumni Weekend and the beach unbelievable acts of stupidity that will
being tamed by recent police policies, make you laugh for years.
what were the alumni to do other than
So at the risk of sounding sentipack their asses into the Grape and mental, I don't look forward to coming
hope for the best? And as much as I back to Fairfield for my own Alumni
love hanging out with our class at the weekend. I look forward to seeing all
Grape on weekends, I can't stand the the people I graduated with. I'll catch
fact that the bulk of Fairfield social life you all in the Grape in '07.
revolves around a single bar.

XUDOKU

Alumni, or as I like to call
them- ghosts of hookups past
- invaded our campus, beach,
and bar this past weekend, drinking
our beer and keeping most of us out
of the Grape all day Saturday.
Down here at the beach the
flood of alumni brought with them
a slew of shenanigans and extra
craziness beyond that of our typi
cal weekends. Clearly the Grape
was prepared, with security extra
tight this weekend. I knew they
were all business when the
security guard that kicked
me and Lisette out of the
Grape Friday night didn't
even crack a smile, despite
the fact that Lisette had a
giant plastic pumpkin on
her head and was shaking
her butt in front of him as we
were escorted out.
I'd like to tell all of you that
getting kicked out of the Grape,
making a terrible impression in front
of all the alumni I haven't seen in
so long was the worst thing that's
ever happened to me on an alumni
weekend...but that would be a lie.
I'd have to say that honor would go
to last year's alumni weekend. I'll
leave unnecessary details aside, but
let's just say that it's never a good
thing when you realize that the
person you made out with all night
graduated from good old FU when
you graduated from good old junior
high school. No big deal.
It could be worse. For example, some people think "Alumni
Weekend" just means "Any Alumni
Weekend." Enter graduates of the
University of Brazil. Yes, technically you are alumni, but I don't

think that's what the school was
referring to when they started this
tradition. It pains me to report that
one of my dear friends actually fell
victim to one University of Brazil
alum's seduction and has now had
to postpone her senior yearbook
picture due to a rather unflattering
hickey. (Note: at press time, the
hickey has been healing nicely,
and my friend's Friday photo
shoot should go off without a
hitch, presuming she can control her weakness for Latin
men until Saturday).
Saturday, for the
most part, the Grape was
an impossibility, leaving
us to make our own fun,
which many of us hadn't
done in some time. I'm
not complaining- I was
ready for a good old fashioned house party. A few funnels,
keg stands, flip cup- games, and one
beach security guard kiss later I
knew it was time to quit. I returned
to my home to find it had turned
into a halfway house for Fairfield
Alumni. The alumni had turned my
house into their hostel and covered
the floor, like they had all just barely
made it in the door. It was clear that
none of them had drank all day in a
while.
Overall, I'll rate the weekend a
7, mostly because I nearly peed my
pants when Lisette and I got kicked
out of the bar Friday, and a 3 point
deduction for being blocked out of
the Grape Saturday and the alumni
eating all of my roommate's pita
chips and hummus.

A NUMBER
Place the numbers 1 through 9 in the grid so they appear once in
each row, column, and nine-box square.
LOGIC PUZZLE
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Looking for the answers? Head online to check your answers atwww.fairfieldmirror.com
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COFFEE BREAK

QUESTION OF THE WEEK
Meghan Chasse

What is your take on the current
political issues and elections?

/ have no interest in
politics. I have schoolwork
to do.

I support Diane Farrell
and Ned Lamont and am
opposed to the war in Iraq.

/ don't get into politics
too much.

— Terence Hurley 07

- Sarah Deitz '08

— Par Girmetty '07

■:-::■ v:::■:■ :V:::■.■.-.■..

I am normally very liberal but now that I intern
at Fox News it's hard because it's such a conservative station.

I'm interested in politics but I have to
say I haven't kept up with them lately
because it's not a presidential election.

- Kate Dillon '08

—Katie Schneider '08

Can't wait until Thursday?
Best
Deals In
Town

Run to your computer.
Visit us online!
www.fairfieldmirror.com

Are you tired of membership fees?
Automatic renewal fees?

MIRROR
(203) 254-1636

Uncertified salespeople?
Old tanning bulbs?

Fax:(203)254-1140 $

Family Dinners

GREAT STUDENT RATES!

(Arthur Avenue Style)

European Style Cuisine

i r

$

isggHB

FREE

15.00

Sot-Sun. Afternoons Available for
Private Parties for 50 or more
Serving Luneh Mon.-Frl 11:30 - 2:30
DinnerMon.-Thum S-93ih Fri.-SaL 5-10:30. Sim. 4-9

Tan

For 5 Tans

wm~
m

Buy 1 Tan, Get 1 Tan Free

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield I 203-367-8540

With this coupon Not valid with other offers.

With this coupon. Not valid with other offers.

1871

1871 Black Rock Tpk.
Fairfield I 203-367-8540

J

BLACK ROCK TPK

I

I.

FAIRFIELD

1203-367-8540

(Shaw's Plaza Next to Soccer Post)

Haven't been to The Mirror Online lately?

You Don't Know What YouVe been Missing,
Mi
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Best & Worst of
Fairfieid S00|$-*S«

This year, Fairfieid students
flocked to various feres I
joints, Equor stores,,
restuarants and bars; they
in different dorms, shopxv
different stores, and u
dates to different places lb t a
little post-dinner romance.
Which places were the most
and least popular? See
student body had to say bS our
annual Best and Worst of
Fairfieid, and post yow
thoughts in out comments
section?

Jsssiea Wifccho(),'Tho fctinor

Hutch Williams inaugurated as
FUSA President
BYUiJWS

»*w Smooth Sailings
Women's Crew
captures 1st in MAAC
championship
by MARY THERKSE CHCECM

Breaking News posted
so you never feel left out
of the loop!
SUdeshows, Multimedia,
interactive and more!
EXCLUSIVE and expanded
online content updated DAILY
Join the mailing list and
receive e-mail notifications

WEST WINDSOR, NJ, April
J24-K was calm waters and
sStara* for Fail-field's

All New Design

Visit The Mirror Online
WWW«X dJLJL ijlv^JLIJLxTAJ.JL JL.-vIX •v/v/HJl
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STAG HIGHLIGHTS
Cross Court: The Fairfield men's tennis team participated in the Quinnipiac
Invitational Friday through Sunday, and the doubles team of Jon Fernando
'07 and Michael "Chip" Palumbo '09 won the top flight of the invitational
against tough competition from Bucknell and Quinnipiac. The women's
team finished second in the New England Championships on Saturday and Sunday.
Senior captain Alexis Accomando won a gold medal while Dana Postupack '10 and
Michaela Cerrone '10 took home silver medals. -TOM CLEARY

A The top three: Women's cross country team finished first at the Sherwood Island
Jp* Mini-Meet; the men's team placed third at the same event. The women were
led by freshman Kaitlyn Hurley, who won her first collegiate race with a time of
16:28. Sophomore DevannArd finished third overall with a time of 16:49. The
men were led by Dan Ryan '07, who placed eighth and Kevin Manke '10 who finished
twelfth. The meet was the Stags' final tuneup for the MAAC season. - TOM CLEARY

WALK iTOFF...
Coinin' home: This past weekend, Fairfield alumni of all ages
returned to campus for the annual
Homecoming events. As part of the
Homecoming festivities teams including men's and women's swimming, baseball and lacrosse hosted
alumni games. The teams featured
scrimmages, or even alumni versus
the current Stags. As a special gift,
women's soccer Head Coach Jim
O' Brien presented the returning
players with their old uniforms.
The leftover uniforms were to be
sent to a mission in Ecuador.
- MICHELLE MORRISON

Cartoon by Dan Akeson

This week on www.fairfieldmirror.com/sports:

- Pro sports updates
- Senior day coverage
- Intramural coverage
Check for daily updates

Stag Atk ete of the Week
ATHLETE:
SPORT:

Jon Fernando '07
Tennis

ACHIEVEMENT:
Recorded 100th career win at the Quinnipiac Invitational
and moved into first place for Fairfield wins. Fernando
is the first player in Fairfield history to record 100 wins.
Along with doubles partner Chip Palumbo '09, the two
took first place at the invitational, defeating Bucknell 8-6.
Fernando is the Stags co-captain. He will be playing in the
ITA Northeast Championships along with Palumbo.

Contributed photo

Believe politics has nothing to
do with your life?
SCHOOL

GRADUATE
STUDIES

Skeptical about
government?
Discover the facts...
INTERN AT THE
CONNECTICUT STATE CAPITOL
Learn about state government and earn academic credit this spring
semester as a legislative intern at the State Capitol. Work with a
state senator or representative and develop first-hand knowledge of
the real world of politics.
Both part-time and full-time internships are available. A major in
political science and prior political experience are not required.
Academic credit is granted by most colleges and universities. In
addition, a travel stipend is awarded to cover the cost of travel to the
State Capitol. To learn more about this program and obtain an
application see your campus advisor.

OF

OPEN
HOUSE
ADANTI STUDENT CENTER

THURSDAY

SOUTHERN CONNECTICUT

OCTOBER 26, 2006

STATE UNIVERSITY

3:00 - 7:00 PM

* Meet with graduate faculty from more than 40 areas of study.
* Find out about financial aid and graduate assistantships.
* Get details on career services and living on campus.
* Choose from 53 graduate programs, including master's degree
programs, sixth year certificates, and the Ed.D.

DEADLINE FOR SUBMISSION OF APPLICATIONS:
NOVEMBER
Campus Advisor:

SCHOOL OF ARTS & SCIENCES

1,2006

Prof. Donald Greenberg
Political Science Dept.
Donnarumma Hall, Room 306
(203) 254-4000
http://www.cga.ct.gov/isc

SCHOOL OF BUSINESS
SCHOOL OF COMMUNICATION,
INFORMATION & LIBRARY SCIENCE

nun
sc

Southern Connecticut
State University

su

SCHOOL OF EDUCATION
SCHOOL OF HEALTH &r HUMAN SERVICES

soi Crescent Street i New Haven, CT 06515-1355
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Men's golf has strong showing at ECAC Championships
BY JEN MASI

In the home stretch of the men's golf
team's fall season, they come out of the
ECAC Division I Championships this past
weekend with a sixth place finish, defeating conference rival, Iona, by 40 strokes.
The two-day competition at the Shelter Harbor Golf Club in Charlestown, R.I.
proved to be a good overall experience for
the team, shooting a 310 on the first day
and a 312 on the second day at the par-71,
7,006 yard course.
Senior Captain Dan Quatrocelli said
the course was extremely difficult.
"The way they had it set up, it was
long with fast greens and the wind was
gusting like 30 miles an hour and it was
in the low 50's."
"You just have to stay positive and
wait till you get into a position where you
can make up ground," said Quatrocelli.
Sophomore R.J. Zielinski was the
Stags' top finisher, in a four-way tie for 19th
place, shooting an overall score of 155, a
76 the first day and a 79 the second.
Quatrocelli finished in a tie for 23rd
place, shooting 78 on both days.
"It's all about trying to avoid big numbers," he said. "If you can avoid a double
bogie or- worse than you will do well. I
had four bad holes that cost me, the other
32 were great."
Junior Captain Rob Tarallo had a
rough first day of play, shooting 80, but

bounced back with a second-round 77,
finishing in a 26,h place tie, shooting 157.
Even though the fall season is ending

Just tap it in: Men's golf finished 6th in
the ECAC Division I Championships and
beat out conference rival Iona. R.J. Zielinski '09 was the top finisher for the Stags in
19th place.

Outdoor Sports Center:
ROUTE 7 | WILTON | 203.762.8324

soon, with a three-day tourney next weekend in Cape Cod, the spring season is when
the team's major conference tournament
will take place.
Senior Ryan Furman stresses the
importance of Head Coach Len Roberto's
methods and techniques as major factors
in the team's performance.
"We have a great coach who really is
dedicated to our team and the golf program
and has helped it to grow significantly,"
said Furman. "With his coaching and our
play continuing, we are looking forward
to a good spring season."
Roberto is optimistic going into the
winter season, the next major tournament
in February at Jackson State University in
Mississippi.
"We will work hard over the winter
and keep moving forward," said Roberto.
"Maybe not necessarily by score, but the
learning experiences help us improve both
mentally and physically".
Quatrocelli, Tarallo, Zielinski, senior
Greg Elting, and freshman Kevin Fitzpatrick all hope to contribute good performances to the team which will help them
be in the contention for a MAAC Championship title, six months from now.
"We're going to surprise a whole lot
of people this year in the MAACs," said
Roberto. "We keep improving from tournament to tournament, every weekend, both
physically and mentally.. .we keep moving

forward".
Quatrocelli realizes that this year is
his last season of play until he graduates in
May 2007, but looks forward to seeing how
the team will perform in future seasons.
"All I want is for the team to better
when I leave than when I got there," he
said.

Stag Placements
19th-R.J. Zielinski *09
Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Total
76 - 79 -155
23rd - Dan Quatrocelli '07
Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Total
78 - 78 -156
26th - Rob Tarallo '08
Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Total
80 - 77 -157
31st - Kevin Fitzpatrick '10
Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Total
76 - 83 -159
40th - Greg Elting '09
Rd. 1 Rd. 2 Total
84 - 78 -162
Team Total: 622
Team Place: Sixth

%
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ASK ABOUT DAILY SANDWICH SPECIALS!

Now Hiring
for all departments
• Full and Part-Time Positions Available
• Flexible Hours
• Great Learning Opportunities
• Fun Place to Work
• Discounts
Stop by, call, or email jobs@outdoorsports.com
for an application today!

Outdoor Apparel | Skis & Snowboards | Camping & Climbing
Canoes & Kayaks I Bicycles & Car Racks

WRAPS - WRAPPED IN YOUR CHOICE OF TORTILLA - $6.95
Chicken Athena
grilled chicken, feta cheese, lettuce, tomato, balsamic vinaigrette
Grilled Chicken Caesar
grilled chicken, romaine, Parmesan cheese, low fat Caesar dressing
Thai Chicken
grilled chicken, jack cheese, lettuce, tomato, spicy Thai peanut sauce
Renia's Favorite Turkey Wrap
turkey, muenster cheese, lettuce, apple butter, bacon, and mayonnaise
The Beast
roast beef, swiss cheese. lettuce, tomato, horseradish sauce

Heritage Square • 1700 Post Road • Fairfield • CT • 06824
Tel: 259-7373 • Fax:259-8880 • Casual Catering Available
Fairfield University Students -10% Discount honored
and come in for your Free Lunch Punch Card!
PANENI - SERVED ON FOCACCIA BREAD AND GRILLED - $6.95
fes»
Chicken Sedona
grilled chicken, jack cheese, tomato, pesto sauce
Monte Cristo
turkey, ham, Swiss cheese, tomato, russian
Balboa
H^Bfi^:-roast beef, swiss cheese, garlic butter
Veggie Panino
mozzarella, roasted red peppers, tomato, articHoke hearts, pesto sauce
TunaPanino
tuna salad, swiss cheese, tomato
Hours:
SUPER SOUPS
Weekdays
Saturday
Sunday

6:30 am to 5:00 pm
9:00 am to 3:00 pm
Closed

SENSATIONAL SANDWICHES
WONDROUS WRAPS
PANINI AND MORE!
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Field
BY JAMES THOMPSON

In her 12 seasons as the head coach
of the Fairfield field hockey team, Jackie
Kane has never seen anything quite
as amazing as this past weekend. Two
double-overtime wins on the road have
not only boosted the Stags' confidence, but
also their chance at a Northeast Conference playoff berth.
"I was shaking after the game was
finally over at Sacred Heart; that's how excited I was for this team," said Kane. "This
weekend is a tribute to all the hard work
these girls have put into this program. We
may be young but we're finally gelling and
building more and more momentum going
into the last three games."
"These two games were a serious test
for the girls and this season," said Kane,
"but we never quit. I' m a fi rm bel iever that
everything happens for a reason, and I now
believe we can overcome any obstacle."
Fairfield started off the amazing
weekend on Friday with a 2-1 win over
third place Quinnipiac (6-8, 3-2 NEC).
Caitlin Quinn '07 assisted the tying goal
and scored the winning goal as the Stags
edged the Bobcats. The victory snapped

MIRROR

earns
a 10-game losing streak and pushed the
Stags to 1-3 in the NEC.
Sunday's match at second place Sacred Heart (11-4,4-2 NEC) was the venue
for the young players on the Stags to step
up into leading roles. Kane used freshman
defender Katherine Donovan to face-guard
Pioneer Carissa Eye, holding the scoring

victories
threat to only one goal and three shots on
net. And it was a freshman, Ashton DiDonato, who knocked in the winning goal to
complete the outstanding weekend.
"We were so pumped after the game
Sunday," said midfielder Lauren Keith
'08. "We knew we could do it all along.
We played so well this weekend and I just

Mirror file photo

Finally!: Field hockey won their first two conference games this weekend as they upset
Quinnipiac 2-1, and rival Sacred Heart 2-1, in double-overtime games. The wins give the
Stags an outside chance of an NEC playoff berth. The Stags will need to win the remainder of their games in order to try and secure a top-four finish.

don't think either team really expected it
out of us."
A major factor in both victories was
Stags goaltender Liz Thomas '08. Thomas
posted nine saves on 19 shots against
Quinnipiac, and a season-high 15 saves
on 32 shots at Sacred Heart. Thomas and
the Stags defense also denied the Pioneers
on 25 penalty corners.
"Liz played outstanding," said Kane.
"In both games I think we were the most
physically fit team. The girls saw Liz rise
to the challenge and fed off her positive
energy."
Kane attributed the win not only to
the outstanding play of Thomas and the
defense, but also to the tireless efforts of
her offense.
The top four teams from the NEC
make the playoffs; the Stags are currently
sitting in fifth place.
Upcoming games include a home
contest Friday, Oct. 20 against St. Francis,
and home Oct.22 against NEC-leading
Lock Haven, and away at Robert Morris.
Lock Haven is undefeated in NEC
play (4-0) with an 11-4 overall record
and has already secured their spot in the
playoffs.

Women's soccer looking towards first
CONTINUED FROM P.
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"Everything is starting to pay off, finally.
We are starting to play with heart," she said.
Fairfield jumped on board and never
looked back Sunday afternoon, beating Saint
Peter's 3-0. Mrowka received a feed from
Caram 78 seconds into the first half and buried
it to put the Stags out in front 1 -0. Another
goal at the 25:03 marker put the Stags on top
with a score of 2-0. At the 63:25 mark, Janna
Breitenwischer '08 capped the scoring in the

game, taking a long feed from sophomore
Robyn Decker. The winning goaltender was
senior Katie Ely, who picked up the win
without having to record a save.
With the shutout, Fairfield accrued its
third straight hold and has not been scored
on in 298 minutes of play. The Stags dominated the Peahens, who sit in last place in the
MAAC, topping the shot total 25-3.
Though Saint Peter's is a lower team in
the standings, O'Brien was still very pleased
with the win.

Rolling along
CONTINUED FROM P.

30

winning goal of the year.
"It feels good to be able to contribute,"
said Uy. "I've had opportunities to score
thanks to good passes from my teammates and
have been able to convert on them."
The Stags were faced with injuries to key
players, including Alex Cunliffe '07, Troy, and
Clements, but have been able to overcome the
injuries to win.
"We've known all season that one of our
strengths is depth," said Rees. "Jimmy, Mike
Vanasse '08, and Pat Kelly '08 all stepped in
to help us overcome the injuries."
The Stags also received help from the
returning Kerr McLeod, a sophomore who
has been unable to play for the past seven
months after injuring his knee. McLeod was
the MAAC Rookie of the Year last season and
hopes to contribute the rest of the season.
"It's great to be back, especially after
how much the guys have accomplished so far
this season. I hope that I can help contribute
the rest of the season," said McLeod.
Fairfield returns home for two games
this weekend, including a big game against

Loyola, who is 4-1 in the MAAC. If Loyola
wins the game, the two would be tied for first
place. Friday night's game will be followed
by a bonfire for the fans.
Sunday afternoon's game against Rider
is Senior Day for the Stags and will be the last
game for Troy, Cunliffe, Gaughan, Robbie
Gallina, and Mike Calabrese.
Rees said that the team will miss the players off the field just as much as on the field.
"The thing I will miss most about this
group of guys is their personalities," Rees
said. "They are all great guys, and while it is
easier to replace players, it is a lot harder to
replace the character that these guys all bring
to the team."
The entire team has appreciated the support from the Fairfield fans so far this season
and Cunliffe hopes to see the fans out again
this weekend.
"We were really happy to see the fans at
the Harvard game," said Cunliffe. "We hope
for your continued support, especially this
Friday against Loyola."
The Stags play Loyola at 7 p.m. on Friday
at Lessing Field and play Rider at 1 p.m. also
at Lessing Field.

Fairfield's opponents, "played hard; they
played a tactically good game," he said.
O'Brien was also happy that the team
performed well in front of former players
and students, saying, "the big thing today was
Homecoming weekend."
"[It was] a big weekend for us. Manhattan is a particular rivalry, and it was a great
statement in the MAAC. Saint Peter's is an
up and coming program," Mrowka said. "We
just made a statement which we needed to do,
especially if we want to defend our title."

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

.All together: The Stags will look to take
first place from Loyola this weekend.

First place Stags
CONTINUED FROM P.
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game of the Marist match to win 30-26,
and recovered from an 11-10 deficit
against Iona to win 30-22. Both of those
slow starts were reversed through big
runs from the Stags, as they went on an
11-2 run against Marist and an 11-4 run
against Iona.
"We started game one a little sluggish
in both matches; we were uninspired and
flat," said Werneke. "But we woke up
midway through the game and played the
ball we expect to play every game."
Fairfield won both of the second
games easily, but struggled in the third
games of each match. The third game of
the Iona match went into extended points
and the Stags won 36-34.
The Stags were one point away from
losing the third game against Iona when
Lee, who had returned to the game, scored
three straight kills to tie the game at 29.
The Stags and the Gaels went back and
forth until a kill from Karlie Urbaniak
'09 put the Stags up 35-34, and a block
from Thistle ended the game for a 36-34

Stags win.
"In the past we would have lost this
game. But we are used to having to play
tough games; we have played top teams
like Hawaii and Northwestern and gone
into extended games with them, and we
know what it takes to execute at the end,"
added Werneke.
Lee agreed: "It was an up and down
match. We didn't play to our full potential;
we were out of system a lot, but at the end
we fought back and showed our character
as we got the win."
Lee believes that the rest of the season will be tough, as it is the first time in
MAAC history that each team will have
to play each other twice.
"It is tougher now because every team
knows each other well," Lee added. "Shots
that we might have been able to make
in the first game might not work in the
second. It will be tougher to win a second
game against the MAAC teams."
Fairfield hits the road for its next four
MAAC games, playing Canisius on Oct.
21 in Buffalo, N.Y. Fairfield beat Canisius
3-1 at Alumni Hall on Oct. 1.
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A guide to athletic scholarships
BY TOM CLEARY

A signature on a piece of paper and
a recommendation from a coach to the
Athletic Department. That is all it takes to
determine the future of an eighteen-yearold athlete.
It is the most powerful instrument a
college coach has, the ability to give a talented athlete the opportunity to receive an
education, without having to pay tuition, or
at least the entire tuition.
Volleyball Head Coach Jeff Werneke
feels that determining who to give a scholarship to is the most important part of his
job.
"It is the most empowering thing that a
coach has," explained Werneke. "With the
stroke of a pen the coach dictates the future
of a player. It is something that all coaches
should take very seriously." .
"I spend a lot of time, twelve to eighteen months, recruiting players, and I think
it is something every coach shouldput a lot
of time into," he added.
Fairfield has nineteen NCAA Division
I sports. The NCAA determines how many
scholarships each of those nineteen teams
may give out.
For major sports like basketball, a team
has a set number of scholarships that they
can award and each player on a scholarship
counts as one of the scholarships, whether
it is a full scholarship or a partial scholarship.
The men's basketball team at Fairfield
has thirteen scholarships to hand out. While
the smaller sports, which do not make as
much money for the school, such as men's
and women's soccer are labeled equivalency
sports, where a team has a limit not on the
amount of players, but on the value of the
scholarships. In men's soccer the value is
9.9 scholarships and that amount can be
handed out to as many players as the coach
wants.
One issue that Fairfield runs into is the
school's high tuition.
"The tuition at Fairfield is much higher
than the tuition at other schools, such as the
University of Illinois, where the tuition is
about 18,000 a year, compared to Fairfield's
40,000 a year," said Maura Bolger, the
NCAA compliance coordinator. "It costs
Fairfield a lot more to run a team than it
does at the larger schools who have lower
tuition."
The high tuition also places more value
on the scholarship. A player can be seen as
an investment for a school, and if the school
is paying up to 40,000 dollars a year for this
player to represent the school in his or her
sport, the school expects the player to do
well. However, playing well on the field is
just a small part of the representation of the
athlete's school, the player's off the field
behavior is just as important.
First year Head Basketball Coach Ed
Cooley feels that three areas should be considered when deciding who should receive
a scholarship in order to prevent problems
from arising later on.
"The first and most important area is the
academic profile of the player, we want to
make sure that the player is a good fit for the
University and will be able to handle himself

in the classroom. The character of the athlete
is the next thing we look at, his goals, his
values, will he think as a teammate, is he a
good person for the community, and will he
value the opportunity to goal to college. The
final thing is whether or not he is talented
on the court," Cooley said.
Women's Soccer Head Coach, Jim
O'Brien, also looks at similar things when
choosing who to
offer scholarships
to.
"We want
players who are
talented, but are
also well rounded," said O'Brien.
"We want the
player to have
a high level of
commitment and
be a high quality
student athlete.
Our team GPA
is the highest in
our athletic department and we

"The school is required to keep that
player on scholarship," said Doris, "unless
that player was injured in an unauthorized
activity. But as long as the player did not
violate rules, he or she is covered."
"In may cases the player will end up
coming back to the team or will remain active in a role such as manager, and will prove
to be an inspiration to his or her teammates,"
added Doris.
O'Brien agrees
with Doris, "many
times, these injured
student athletes remain very involved
with the team in some
capacity. They often
are instrumental by
helping with team
spirit and motivation."
"It also helps
those individuals
feel like they are an
important part of the
Contributed image team which has been
such a big part of their
want to continue Regulated: Fairfield has to comply to multiple
lives," he added.
to attract the best N(^AA regulations, which limit the amount of
While a scholarstudents to our scnolarsn'Ps eacn team nas ancl utilizes for
ship is something that
„
disciplinary actions, injuries and academic
team.
\ .
should be looked at as
„ ,
■ standards.
Cooley adda sign of respect and a
ed that if a player does not live up to the symbol of the talent of the recipient, it tends
standards that he, as well, as the University to be a difficult subject for the teams. Not
sets, as far as academically and as a person, every playeris on scholarship and the playthe scholarship can be revoked.
ers all want to be treated the same, whether
"Scholarships are not four-year guar- on scholarship or not.
antees," said Cooley, "They are one-year
Men's soccer player Kerr McLeod
renewable grants, and the player is at the '09 explained the feelings of most playdiscretion of the athletic director, coach ers. "Regardless of who's on scholarship,
and non-athletic governing body as to see every person plays an integral role on the
whether or not the player did the right team," McLeod said. "Everybody is equal;
therefore it is not often discussed among
thing."
"All scholarships are renewed on an team members."
annual basis," said O'Brien. "Provided the
Werneke feels the same way as McLeod,
student athlete follows our departments code
of conduct and they are diligent in all eligibility requirements, and they are working
hard in practice and in games, I recommend
renewal of each player's scholarship each
year."
Fairfield Athletic Director Gene Doris
explained that Fairfield cannot remove a
scholarship for on-the-field reasons, as
the NCAA does not allow for a player's
scholarship to be revoked for not playing
well on the field. However, Doris said that
a school can remove a scholarship for other
reasons.
"If an athlete renders his or herself
ineligible, than the scholarship can be revoked,." said Doris. "The NCAA also says
that a player can be ineligible if he or she
violates team or school rules."
"However, in many cases such as that,
Fairfield chooses not to remove the player's
scholarship, because in most cases it would
cause the player to withdraw from the
school, because he or she cannot pay the
tuition," he added.
In some rare cases a player will become
injured and will not be able to play the
sport for which they have a scholarship. In
cases such as these, the NCAA prohibits the
school from taking the player off of scholarship in order to protect that person.

"Every player should be treated equally,
some players who are not on scholarship
have very important roles on the team, it's
not something that I discuss with the players,
if they discuss it, that is up to them."
Doris described the general opinion of
most coaches and the athletic department.
"Who is or who is not on scholarship
should never affect who makes the team,
who starts, or who plays what amount of
time," said Doris. "Coaches generally do
not want to share such information because
they want to play the best players and treat
ever player equally."
"The report card for successful distribution of scholarships is a winning record,"
added Doris.
O'Brien's philosophy is that all players are equal and scholarship status does
not affect how a player is treated by the
coaching staff.
"Each student must be held under the
same rules and obligations, on scholarship
or not," said O'Brien.
Scholarships, whether given for academic or athletic reasons, provide an opportunity for a talented person to attend a
good school, with little or no cost for that
person. Just as a person on an academic
scholarship must live up to the expectations
of the school, in the classroom and outside
the classroom, an athlete must live up to
the school's expectations on and off the
playing field.
Athletes often have a status that appears to put them above the rest of the
student body, but in reality all the students
at Fairfield University are equal, just as all
the players of a team are equal. The athletes
must respect the rules of the school and the
team in order to keep the excellent opportunity that their athletic talent has provided
for them.

NCAA Guidelines

Major sports, such as basketball, have a
set number of scholarships that they can
award to players.
' Other sports are equivalency sports, where
a team can hand out portions of a set number of scholarships to as many players as
the coach chooses.
Injured players are protected by the NCAA
and cannot be taken off scholarship.
A scholarship may be taken away if a
player violates team or school rules.
A player must live up to the academic
expectations of the school.
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Weekend sees MAAC perfection
No. 15 men's soccer improves to 5-0
BY TOM CLEARY

The Fairfield men's soccer team has
proved to be the dominant team in the Metro
Atlantic Athletic Conference (MAAC) so far
this season.
With just four games remaining in the
season, the Stags are now 5-0 inconference
play. Despite a setback against non-conference opponent Harvard last Monday, the Stags
are 9-3-1 and ranked 15th in the latest NCAA
poll. The Stags bounced back from the tough
double overtime loss to Harvard with wins
over Manhattan (1-0) and St. Peter's (2-1)
in double overtime, this weekend on Friday
and Sunday. Both games were away games,
showing that the team can play well away
from Lessing Field.
"While it wasn't our best play of the season, we picked up two big wins under tough
conditions," said Head Coach Carl Rees.
"On Friday, the field was in bad shape and on
Sunday the wind affected our play."
"We picked up two critical wins for six
more points this weekend [in the MAAC
standings] and I am pleased with the out-

come," Rees added.
While the Stags' impressive unbeaten
streak at home ended with the loss to Harvard,
which also snapped Fairfield's six-game winning streak overall, the team has not lost in its
last 14 MAAC regular season games, going
13-0-1 since the end of the 2004 season.
The Stags faced tough competition from
Manhattan and St. Peter's this weekend, but
were able to secure wins to gain six more
points in the MAAC standings, expanding
their lead ahead of second place Loyola by
three points.
"We had to fight through tough field
conditions at Manhattan and falling behind in
the first half against St. Peter's," said senior
captain Mike Troy, "but we put in two good
performances for six points."
Troy scored a goal at the end of the first
half against St. Peter's, to help lead a comeback after the Stags fell down 1-0 within the
first two minutes of the game. Troy also scored
a goal against Harvard and was rewarded with
the MAAC Offensive Player of the Week
award on Monday, despite missing Friday's
game because of a back injury.

"Mike is a great player who really brings
a lot of leadership to our team, on and off the
field," said Rees.
The Stags did not dominate either Manhattan or St. Peter's, but they used their solid
defense to lock down against the opposing
teams and keep the scores low.
Junior J.P. Francini has a 0.89 goals
against average and earned his second shutout
of the season against Manhattan on Friday.
"Tom [Skara '08] and Tom [Clements
'09] have been dynamite all year long in the
heart of the defense, along with J.P, who has
been huge for us all season in goal," said Rees,
"Troy can play any of the four back positions,
so he is priceless."
"Senior Jimmy Gaughan has stepped
in very well and has been a big help for our
defense as well," added Rees.
Fairfield continues to receive strong
play from the freshmen, especially forward
Paul McQuade and midfielder Christian Uy.
McQuade scored the lone goal in the win over
Manhattan Friday night for his third goal of
the season, and then assisted on Uy's fourth
goal of the year, in Sunday's game against St.
Peter's. Uy's goal came five minutes into the
second overtime, giving him his third game-

Mirror file photo

Heads up: Mike Calabrese '07 and the
Stags wrapped up their New York MAAC
weekend with defeats over Manhattan, 1-0,
and St. Peter's, 2-1.
SEE "ROLLING ALONG" P.
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Back-to-back wins over MAAC opponents propel women's soccer
BY BRENDAN MONAHAN

The Fairfield women's soccer team knew
last weekend it would have winning potential
during home games against Manhattan and
Saint Peter's, but few anticipated not allowing a goal the entire weekend or jumping to
second place in the league.
However, the team just did that, helping
goalkeeper Brett Maron '08 earn MAAC
Defensive Player of the Week and rookie
Casey Frobey '10 earn MAAC Rookie of
the Week.
The team took on Manhattan Friday
night, cruising to a 5-0 victory on its home
turf.
Fairfield Head Coach Jim O'Brien
praised Maron after the game.
"Brett is without question one of the top
goalkeepers in collegiate soccer. ... [With
Frobey], we have that threat, that athlete
with speed who just puts them away for us,"

he said.
of their three first
Fairfield junior
half shots off Maron
Alex Caram got on the
with 8:35 remaining.
score sheet after conHowever, Maron annecting with 11:40 reswered the call and
preserved Fairfield's
maining in the first half
lead. On the Stags'
to put Fairfield ahead
ensuing possession,
1-0. Freshman Chrissie
Manhattan comSidie took a point-blank
shot from deep within
mitted a foul inside
its own territory in
the box. It was then
front of the "Stags in
stoned by Manhattan
the Stands" student
goalie Alicia DeFino,
section. Junior dewho was unable to corfender Mary Therese
ral the rebound in front.
Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror
Church delivered the
Caram banged the secForging
ahead:
Alex
Caram
'08
and
the
ball
into play from
ond chance directly into
Stags
have
a
major
showdown
with
first
the
right
side, where
the back of the net.
place
Loyola
this
weekend.
sophomore Ahna
After an ensuing
Johnson redirected
Fairfield attack, Manhattan cleared and was able to move into the boot with a header. This put Fairfield on
Fairfield territory. The Jaspers got one top 2-0 at the 37:59 marker of the first half.

Fairfield controlled play for most of the
half, leading the shots department 9-3.
Manhattan freshman Caitlin Trupiano
began the second half "with a goal for the
Jaspers but was unable to control the potent
Fairfield offense.
This allowed the third Stags goal at 58:34
in the game as Frobey recorded her ninth goal
of the year and the first of two in the game.
Frobey then made it 4-0 at the 67:16 marker
by avoiding two Manhattan defenders and
softly placing the ball in the net.
Fairfield, which out-shot Manhattan
20-7 for the game, rounded out its scoring at
the 84:35 mark when junior Amanda Vargo
dished the ball to senior Laura Mrowka, who
buried it to put Fairfield on top 5-0.
Following the win against Manhattan,
Maron said she was very impressed with
the effort. .
SEE "LOOKING" P.
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Volleyball continues hot streak with home victories against Marist and Iona
BY TOM CLEARY

After a winless trip to Hawaii,
the Fairfield women's volleyball team
returned home to begin Metro Atlantic
Athletic Conference (MAAC) play,
defeating St. Peter's at Alumni Hall.
"We need to realize that we are a
very talented team, and the only team
that can get in our way [of a MAAC
championship] is ourselves," said Head
Coach Jeff Werneke after the St. Peter's
game.
It seems that the team has realized
its collective talent as it is now 9-0 in
the MAAC, without a loss since the
Hawaii tournament trip. The Stags'
nine-game winning streak is tied with

the 2004 team for the sixth highest in
school history.
This weekend was another successful one for the Stags, who played
two MAAC home matches, sweeping
both Marist and Iona 3-0. Both matches
featured record performances from the
Stags, as Lindsey Lee '08 recorded
her 1000th dig and 1000th kill in the
Marist game. •
Werneke praised Lee after the
Marist game.
"She's been a consistent factor all
year. I think everyone in our conference
knows she is one of the top players, if
not the best," Wernecke said.
Freshman Barbie Thistle had a
record performance against Iona as
she recorded nine service aces - the

second highest single game total in
Fairfield history. Thistle was awarded
the MAAC Rookie of the Week Award
for her performance against both teams.
She has now received the award for two
straight weeks and four times this season. Thistle also recorded 42 assists in
the Iona match and leads the conference
in that category with 12.21 per game.
A third Stag also moved onto the
leader boards; senior Natalie Barba
recorded two block assists in the Iona
match to move into a second place tie on
the all-time list with 264 in her career.
The Stags started slow in both games,
overcoming a 15-14 deficit in the first

SEE "FIRST PLACE" P.
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Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

The ball's in
our court: The Stags had another successful weekend, defeating Marist and Iona, 3-0.
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Red and white scrimmage is first preview of what's to come
BY CHRIS SIMMONS

On Saturday the Fairfield men's and
women's basketball teams took the court
for their annual Red-White intra-squad
scrimmage at Alumni Hall.
The women played first and appeared
slightly sluggish out of the gate with multiple turnovers and missed shots. Though
they had trouble establishing a rhythm,
there were some sparks of play to tantalize
the crowd with the team's potential.
Junior guard Meka Werts provided
much of the action, scoring a game-high
nine points along with four rebounds. She
also came up big on defense with a steal,
which she took back down the court for
two points.
Such successful plays helped lead the
red team to a 25-20 victory over the white
team.
Despite the sometimes sloppy play,

Katie McCarthy/ The Mirror

Up in arms: The Stags have a MAAC championship in sight with the youthful teams
gaining experience from last year.

Lorraine Lampe/The Mirror

To the hole: Jonathan Han '09 and the
Stags will look to improve on last season's
early MAAC exit.

Head Coach Diane Nolan was confident in
her team, noting that turnovers are not fixed
in one day and that working every day in
practice should fix the problem.
"By November 11, we'll have it
cleaned up a lot," she said of the women's
opening game against Richmond.
With her top four scorers returning,
Nolan said the team will improve as players
find their shots in a more up-tempo attack.
Freshman center/forward Tara Flaherty, who brought down three rebounds
in the scrimmage, had a bright outlook on
this season, claiming that the team would
"pounce on everyone."
After the women showed off their
skills, the men emerged and put on a highflying drill show.
The crowd went wild every time a
player rose.up and slammed the ball down.
The cheers did not end with the warm-ups,
either. The game was full of quick cuts and

drives into the lane, ending in the white
team's favor with a 25-18 win.
Senior guard Danny Oglesby scored

a game-high seven points, overshadowing
some equally impressive performances by
freshmen Greg Nero and Rich Flemming,
who both had six points.
Herbie Allen, the 5-foot-11 -inch sophomore guard, said the team will be fast tempo
with a lot of dunks, and he hopes to throw
down a few dunks himself.
However, he admitted that the team,
himself included, looked sloppy on defense
and had too many turnovers.
Head Coach Ed Cooley agreed, saying
"we have a long way to go."
Cooley stressed the need to produce
stops defensively and that fundamentals are
the keys to success.
Top returning scorer and guard Michael
Van Schaick '07 agreed but thought the
team played well considering it was their
first time together.
Cooley also felt that the team's tough
early schedule would provide another opportunity to improve.
"We're looking to get better every
game," he said, also noting that the team's
record might not reflect its growth because
of the team's challenging schedule.
Though both teams' opening practices
were shaky, both coaches hope to have
them running on all cylinders in time for
the opening tip of the season.

Katie McCarthy/The Mirror

Stag fans: The Stags in the Stands will look to fill more seats this season.

A perfect weekend
The Stags continue MAAC domination as volleyball, men's and women's soccer remain undefeated
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FUSA programming
board tries to get its
"act" together
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FUSA discusses programming strategy
Continues to hold back on Fall concert announcement

Mirror File Photos

Fairfield celebrity guests & party animals: Near-superstar Dane Cook played a sell-out crowd in fall '04 and hung out with fans afterward. Then, Guster played a full house and
partied at the beach after their show in Fall '05. Whoever comes for Fall '06 year has two tough acts to follow.
"Stag^-positive," smiling mysteriously at
you and giving you the look that says "we
The truth is whatever large event takes know something that you don't" — those
place on campus, FUSA has something are the FUSA members.
to do with it. You know — the students
Trying to lift the curtain pf secrecy
in bright red shirts or sweatshirts with hanging over the FUSA office, we turned
something like "Fairfield University Stu- to the Executive Director of Programming
dent Association" on them. Maybe you Christina Pires and she answered all our
even saw them a couple of times, running questions in an e-mail, except the most imaround campus, looking very busy and portant one: "Who will be the fall act?"
According to Pires's responses,
FUSA uses a variety of methods
to. get feedback from students for
events and concerts through the use
of surveys, word of mouth and evaluation of past events. In the past, these
methods have been heavily criticized
because of a lack of student approval.
This year, FUSA has started to utilize
the increased interest in Facebook to
its benefit, according to Pires.
She said most new ideas come
from the members of the programming board. However, the programmers do welcome new ideas from the
student body' that they could implement that may fulfill a particular
interest. The final decision is made
through collaboration of the programming board and the executive
director of programming.
Pires says that their main goal
is "to program successful events
that the majority of the students are
interested in." And if the students of
years passed had not already tainted
FUSA's choices for spring and fall
acts, it could be said that they have
made some successful decisions.
For one, they got Dane Cook
right before he became a household
name. For this show, many students
complained that they did not know
who Cook was. The fact is, FUSA
jumped the gun and chose a comic
Dashboard Confessional: FUSA's pick for the
right on the fringe of mainstream.
Spring '06 concert in Alumni Hall.
He was expensive, too. Ask anyone
BY PALINA PAVARHA

today, though, and they know who Dane tacular and the much desired NYC Holiday
Cook is. They'll even tell you some of Shopping Trip..
his best jokes.
Among the other upcoming events
Before Cook, they got Dave Chappelle are the Broadway Series, with "Drowsy
right before his show on Comedy Central Chaperone," a wreath decorating contest
became on the most talked-abdut shows and Comedian Eric O'Shea.
on television. Last year, they got Guster
It's hard to fulfill the diverse interest of
right before their new CD last Fall and the everyone in the University community, but
less popular Dashboard Confessionals last Pires assures us: "we work hard to make
Spring. Dashboard did sell quite a bit of sure you have fun."
tickets off campus, though. They've had
the Roots, which is a quality rap band,
playing all their own instruments. And
back in 2002, they got Howie Day right
when he was getting popular.
•PROGRAMMING BUDGET:*
It looks like they had covered almost •
•
all the spheres of people's interest, but the
General events: $58,950
students spoke very clearly of their disapSpecial Events: $30,000
proval in almost every case. No matter
Lectures: $14,000
what the popular culture trend reports tell
*
Concerts:
$21,000
FUSA, and no matter how many surveys
Publicity: $8,000
they conduct, they may never please ev»
Athletics: $5,000
eryone.
Cultural: $15,000
The selection process has just as much
to do with money as it has to do with
»
popularity and student feedback. Pires
explained that the decisions on this are
based on the budget available and including estimated ticket sales income. Each of
the seven program areas are given a budget
to work with for the year.
Although Pires could not reveal the
Fall concert attraction, she did give us a
glimpse at some upcoming events.
For the fans of bowling it's Extreme
Bowling every month's first Thursday.
Those who are already crashing the
malls for Halloween party decoration,
have to get ready for Pimp Your Pumpkin
- pumpkin decorating contest.
For people who's motto is "Go
Stags!" it's the Stag Spirit Week from
Dec. 6 to 10, the week of the basketball
home opener.
lirror File Photo
It's never early to talk about Christmas, so be warned that we'll have The The Roots: The pick for Spring '05.
Radio City Music Hall Christmas Spec-
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Tap into the Levee this semester

Mirror file photo

See? The Levee can be fun sometimes: (Left) Bartenders were put hard to work at last year's many Senior Mug Nights as the Levee itself (right) waits for your attendance. Fortunately for the non-Seniors, many other all-ages events are planned for this year.
BY JOE SANCHEZ

Beer, pizza and music: the typical
combination to a Saturday night townhouse
extravaganza. Eventually, the pizza gets
cold, the music dies down, and the beer,
well let's face it, there is only so much PBR
and Natty Light that one can drink.
Now, I know this sounds very exciting,
and you're probably asking how one could
possibly top an evening in the dorms or a
townhouse kitchen, but trust me, it can be
done.
The Levee is a haven for prep school
students by day and it has a decent potential to become a congregation spot for FU
students at night. Maybe this is a solution
to those Saturday nights spent waiting three
hours for a cab to Bravo. Oh yeah, and there
is fresh beer, pizza and music, so the night
will live on. Well, it will at least live on right
up until closing at midnight.

The Levee, Fairfield's on-campus pub
and dwelling place of Mike's Pizza, is one
of the most convenient and delightful places
for Fairfield students to meet up and have a
good time. But few do.
"It is not cozy anymore without the
booths," said Morgan West '07. "I would
hang out there if there were more people
and if they served hard alcohol."
Regardless, this year FUSA aims to
continue its efforts in having many outstanding events at the Levee. In the past
FUSA has hosted musical guests such as:
The Alternate Routes, The Disco Biscuits,
Q and Not U, Black 47, and NICO.
FUSA continued its Battle of the Bands
event last Saturday and look out this year
for the return of On the Spot, Fairfield's
own irhprov group.
Tess Brown '07 is excited for this years
troupe, "Theater Fairfield is bringing back
the prestige to improv this year with smaller

more selective groups and a seasoned director, recent alumni, Timothy Eberle '05, who
plans to raise the stakes this year."
Headlining this year's groups are
seniors Dan Scivoletti, Jodie Pfau, Brigid
Williams, Casey Regan, Brad Marticello,
James Desilvestri, Jon Perez, Liz Krane,
and Kate Walsh.
Dan Scivoletti '07 is pumped: "The
levee shows last year were a blast to be a
part of and also to watch."
Senior Mug Night is one thing that
seniors have been looking forward to since
freshmen year.
As the rest of the seniors gradually
turn 21, many on campus of-age seniors
anxiously wait for the first mug night. However, this year there has been absolutely no
talk about it.
Alexis Bartiromo '07, who lives off
campus this year, said, "I totally forgot
about it until now, but of course I'll be

there."
Other than Senior Mug Night, you will
rarely see a senior at the Levee buying a
drink. Also, Mug Night is the only night that
the school offers any kind of transportation
to the students living down at the beach.
This tender, yet unbalanced, attempt
to get seniors back on campus may be a
waste.
Michael Basta '07, a former bartender
at the Levee, said, "While [the Levee]
may be good for students remaining on
campus, most of us off campus will not
take the chance of driving back to campus
for a drink."
, As the days go by and more and more
of our student body turns 21, just remember to get a drink at the Levee, a slice at
Mikes, and catch a live show and the years
of Domino's delivery, PBR, and Fifty Cent
CD's will be something you'll laugh about
later.

HAM welcomes newcomers, excited to introduce new shows
PRESS RELEASE

The following shows are featured on channel 64
on campus this year. HAM has many new shows that
are constantly being produced by students, as well as
new movies every month. It is well known that HAM's
channel 64 is not the preferred TV channel on campus,
but it is definitely out there for students to watch. You'll
see your friends on campus and it is always good to
support the local talent.
The exact scheduling of each show changes from
month to month, so keep looking for the monthly Ham
Guide pamphlets, or check out thehamchannel.com.

on this show. From squirrels on water-skis to updates
on Brad and Jen's love life, this show will keep your
national A&E gossip flowing.
UNTITLED MUSIC VIDEO SHOW
This show is meant for the Friday night college kid
on the go. It features popular music videos with a "warning" every minute for an hour. It broadcasts every Friday
night from 8:00 to 9:00. It's designed so you all can
watch some music videos and play along any way you
see fit. It's a great "pre-" to any Friday night "game."
CUTTING ROOM FLOOR

Cutting Room Floor showcases movie reviews
and upcoming movie trailers. Student hosts put in
their two cents like Ebert and Ropert do on their show.
You'll find information about new movies, DVDs or
INTO IT!
old favorites.
HAM's weekly live show. Into It! is broadcast
Mirror File Photo
AT THE BUZZER
every Tuesday night at 7:30pm on channel 64. This
Don't
touch
that
dial:
With
this
fall's
improved
HAM
lineup,
it may be
This show is HAM's take on ESPN's "Pardon the
show includes many different topics and guests and has
best to just leave your TV on channel 64.
Interruption." Tune in and watch your friends and fela friendly talk show feel. One notable regular guest is
low students argue about everything sports related. If
Ben Doody, who does a Mirror preview every we"ek.
the game involves a ball, it gets talked about on this show.
NEWS 64
HAM's number one news channel. Campus news, local news and international news is
If you want to get involved, take a few steps up to Xavier hall (the prep building closest
blended together with students as anchors. HAM uses their subscription to a CNN news feed
to
the
road). They can train you quickly and get you right behind (or in front of) a camera.
to fuel this comprehensive news program. Many college students don't watch the news on a
You
do
not need to be a new media major to be a part of the TV station. Some HAM Chanregular basis, but here's a chance for you to get the 411 from your peers, and CNN.
nel club members have graduated to jobs at: David Letterman, Conan O'Brien, NBC sports,
CLOUD NINE
This show is a combination of Access Hollywood, Entertainment Tonight and E!'s Talk Fox News, MTV and many more.
Call x4118 or e-mail Thehamchannel@yahoo.com for more information.
Soup. The Ham Channel covers everything in the world of entertainment and wacky news
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Modest Mouse "We
jWere Dead Before the Ship
Even Sank"
December 19

"Wincing the Night Away"
twill be The Shins third studio
(album and the widely anticipatjfed follow-up to 2003's "Chutes
Too Narrow." The album was originally set for this summer,
then got moved to October, and now finally to January. Front
man James Mercer has said to Billboard Magazine that the
extended time has paid off, and that the band is "stretching"
themselves on this album and experimenting with new styles.
The album will feature ten songs, as well as a short introduction
track. Song titles will include "The Phantom Limb", "Red
Rabbits", "Sea Legs", "Spelling Lessons", "Spilled Needles",
and "A Comet Appears". - Kevin Schneider

The Who
"Endless Wire"
Oct. 31
"Endless Wire" is The
IWho's first studio album since
("It's Hard," released in 1982.
IWith Pete Townshend and
[jRoger Daltrey as the only
(Remaining members of The
Who, they have recruited Pino
Palladino to fill in for John Entwistle (bass guitar), and Ringo
Starr's son Zak Starkey to fill in for Keith Moon (drums). A
mini opera entitled "The Glass Household" which is based on
Pete Townshend's novella "The Boy Who Heard Music" forms
the foundation of the album. - Kevin Schneider

The Beatles
"Love"
Release Date: Fall

You know him as Eddie from The
Rocky Horror Picture Show and "Man Boobs"
Bob from. Fight Club; you may even know his
album, "Bat Out Of Hell"... but did you know
that he just made it a trilogy? I'm still surprised
that there was a second one, but crazier things
have happened. This one's early previews have
more of a rock feel than the original "Bat Out
Of Hell" album, but don't let that fool you
- the Meat-man's penchant for balladry will
definitely make it a great sing-along album.
- Brian Lynch

Incubus

Snoop Dogg

"Light Grenades"
Nov. 28

"Tha Blue Carpet
Treatment"
Nov. 21

The Southern California based band, Incubus, is
bet to release a new album
lafter their recent hiatus.
Throughout Uieir^career they have earned the right to be
recognized and categorized as Incubus, and not just another
band. The band members, some approaching their thirties, are
taking this record with sweet time. The album's release date is
nearly two years since their last release, but the band is using
that to their advantage. According to Rolling Stone, Incubus
is trying to compose two albums worth of songs and creating
an album out of the best material. I think we can expect some
quality to come from it. - Mike Putnam

Maroon 5

"An Other Cup"
Nov. 14

"It Won't be Soon
Before Long"
Nov. 14

November marks the 40
lyear anniversary of Cat Stevens'
prst album and his return to pop
jmusrc after 28 years. After conIveiting to Islam in the late 70's,
Stevens changed his name to
Yusuf Islam and quit the music industry for good. However,
he has publicly chosen to return in part to help promote understanding between the West and Islam.Whether you are simply
an old Cat Stevens fan, or searching for a more unique sound
in today's music, Yusuf Islam's return should be a surprising
treat. - Christopher Simmons

"Kingdom Come"
Nov. 21
Three years ago Jay-Z was in
Iretirement. Okay, maybe not; his
last album, "The Black Album",
Iwas a huge success, spawning
Imash-up homages as well as hit
songs made from Black Album samples. But even going out
on top wasn't good enough for Jay - hence, "Kingdom Come."
His hustler's spirit and sick-beyond-words flow are coming
back from beyond the realms of hip-hop retirement to show
today's MC's how it's done. Helping him out, according to
Entertainment Weekly, are producers Dr. Dre, Kanye, Timbaland, and Chris Martin from Coldplay. Keep your head up,
get that dirt off ya shoulder, and get .ready for a new hip-hop
classic. - Brian Lynch .
','-'.'
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The legend, Snoop Dogg,
ps set to release his new album
Jentitled "Tha Blue Carpet Treatprnent". It is one of the most highly,
anticipated new albums of the year, or so says SnoopDogg.
com. Snoop Dogg is definitely going to be keeping it real,
and displaying his West Side style. He's been representing
"tha hood" since '92. Snoop Dogg will be showing his original gansta sound, so be sure to spend the $20+ on this mass
produced CD. - Skip Russell

Yusuf Islam

Jay-Z
The Beatles, or rather
(their producer Sir George
IMartin, are releasing a new
jrecord entitled "Love". It is
(partly in collaboration with
ithe Las Vegas show Cirque
du Soleil, and consists of many Beatles hits, remixed and often
rearranged with other Beatles songs. From the way Entertainment Weekly explains, it is unclear whether the purpose of this
album is promotional for The Beatles or for Cirque du Soleil,
but if one is looking for the best Beatles music it will not be
found in "Love." It seems like an attempt for public exposure
in hopes of boosted sales. - Mike Putnam

ritiis seasons best!
"Bat Out Of Hell 3: The Beast Is
Loose"
Release Date: Oct 31

The Shins
»l5NiN5

•

CD cover: Meatloaf

This album is Modest
iMouse's first studio effort
Isince 2004's Good News for
People Who Love Bad News.
On this album, Modest Mouse recruited the legendary guitarist
from The Smiths, Johnny Marr, to help write songs. Marr will
be touring with the band to promote the album, according to
the Rolling Stone. Also, Modest Mouse's original drummer
Jeremiah Green has returned to work on this album. Isaac
Brock revealed in the recent Rolling Stone interview that one
track will be marking Modest Mouse's first steps into hip-hop.
The track is titled "Bump Dat Trick (On a Glistening Sea of
Tranquility)," and will feature Busta Rhymes, and beat-boxing
from Marr. - Kevin Schneider

"Wincing the Night
fjAway"
January 07

MIRROR

Maroon 5, who reIceived a Grammy Award
Jfor Best New Artist in 2005,
ten years after the band's birth.
Maroon 5 is still in its baby steps to true musical recognition. Since their last album released, they have constantly
been on tour, with big names such as Michelle Branch, the
Counting Crows, and John Mayer.
This upcoming album has not had publicity so far and so
far it only has a tentative name of "It Won't Be Soon Before
Long." As the release date approaches, there will definitely be
growing anticipation for die-hard fans and good music lovers
as well. - Lily Norton

Jet
"Shine On"
Oct. 3
That's right, your favorite
iiPod-hawking Aussie rock he|roes are back with a vengeance
boldly claiming in Rolling
IStone that this album is "at least
five times better" than their debut, "Get Born." Time will tell if
they're just being cocky, but the new single "Put Your Money
Where Your Mouth Is" leans more to the direction of it being
a damn good album. It's been out for a little while, but it will
be worth talking about for quite some time.- Brian Lynch
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This season's best
Rockstar Movie: Tenacious D
"Tenacious D in the Pick of Destiny"
Movie Release Date: Nov 18
Album Release Date: Nov 4
Jack Black, after delving into the costumed inanity of Nacho Libre
and channeling his inner PT Barnum in King Kong, has come back to the
very thing that fueled his rise as a comic mastermind; rock and roll. Under
the flag of the rockin' acoustic duo Tenacious D, he and Kyle Gass have
sung songs of beating back demons with some Zeppelin, taking over City
Hall, penis pushups, and Ronnie James Dio, but have woefully remained
unknown. Now, they take their story to the big screen, and an album as well
- the story of their birth as a band, and the quest for the supernatural relic
that would bring them fame; the Pick of Destiny. The album will continue
in the tradition of their self-titled debut album, and deliver unto the world
another record of acoustic rock that truly rocks, and doesn't just tack on
the "rock" name to give easy listening some legitimacy. - Brian Lynch

"Man of the Year"

Three '06 Halloween Treats
"Texas Chainsaw Massacre"
Oct. 6
This upcoming Halloween season is guaranteed to be teeming
Iwith fear and blood for the horror flick aficionado. Due for release
ion October 6, is the prequel to the "Texas Chainsaw Massacre"
1(2003). "The Texas Chainsaw Massacre: The Beginning," is dijrected by Jonathan Liebesman and will portray the upbringing and
linitiation of the evil chainsaw-wielding maniac "Leatherface" who
|gets off to the ruthless torture he brings onto his innocent victims.
Pfhe original version of the "Texas Chainsaw Massacre" as well as
the remakes, are loosely based off of true events surrounding the real life serial killer Edward
Gein who killed several victims in Wisconsin between the years of 1954-1957. The Beginning
originally carried a rating of NC-17 but underwent cuts to bring.it down to a box-office-acceptable R Rating. Be sure to look for the uncut version when it comes out on DVD.

Oct. 13
A political comedy, starring Robin Williams and Christopher
IWalken that might actually be worth seeing. Although the slick and
k)ver-produced styling of director Barry Levinson limits its real potential,
pthere is guaranteed to be something unique and funny when Williams
jand Walken take the stage together. A possible drawback however, is the
jcheese factor. Robin Williams plays Tom Dodds, a Jon Stewart-like talk
ishow host turned politician, and finds himself winning the presidential
election. Maybe silliness is the whole point, but unless you have a lot of free time, that kind
of cheese can wait. - Skip Russell

"Flags of Our Fathers"
Oct. 20

"Saw III"
Oct. 13

Witt'

August
If you are desperately awaiting the release of "Saw III," then
lyou obviously skipped, "Saw II." If you did catch "Saw II," then
lyou realized that the series had switched from psychological horiror to literal extreme horror including a pool of needles. "Saw III,"
laccording to the movie's website, involves Jigsaw escaping from
ieustody and fighting for his life, while his apprentice Amanda kidIhaps Dr. Lynn (Bahar Soomekh) to attempt to keep him alive. The
(twist is that Dr. Lynn has to keep Jigsaw alive until another victim
Jeff completes another of Jigsaw's twisted mind games. Of course like all horror films there
are many more unsuspected twists in the mix. This Friday the 13th release is sure to scare at
least up until All Hallow's Eve.- Marie Montgomery

"The Grudge 2"
Oct. 13
The sequel, as you can guess, follows the same plot as "The
[Grudge." A young woman in Tokyo is afflicted with the same curse
Ithat plagued her older sister (Sarah Michelle Gellar). This curse,
Iwhich comes in the form of a creepy child, fills the person with
irage then spreads to other people. "The Grudge 2" .according to
limdb.com, not only afflicts people, but it picks out random people
land brings them together to attempt to find their common connecftion with one another. You'll recognize the lead woman from "The
Ring." One thing is for sure, horror films are like rabbits, and if we
don't control them they will keep reproducing themselves. Beware, 3 years from now the
reviewer will be reviewing the "The Grudge 5" and the remake of the original "Grudge]' with
the newest special effects and Hollywood hotties. - Marie Montgomery

Flags of Our Fathers is a film directed by Clint Eastwood and
starring Ryan Phillippe, Adam Beach, and Jesse Bradford. The movie
is based off of the book by James Bradley and Ron Powers released in
2000. "Flags of Our Fathers" follows the story of the soldiers putting
up the flag after the battle of Iwo Jima in the WWII picture after the
famous photograph was taken. The premise is that one photograph can
omes appropriately after the death of photographer Joe Rosenthal this
Christen Mecabe

"Casino Royale"
Nov. 17
Desperately trying to get back to its roots, the Bond series is startling with the first of Ian Fleming's Bond novels, "Casino Royale." The
plate has been cleaned with the firing of Pierce Branson as the James
iBond and the arrival of Daniel Craig ("Munich" and "Lara Croft: Tomb
iRaider"). Many Branson fans are still holding a grudge while true Bond
pans are jumping for joy that the Ken Doll Bond is finally out of the
piCtafeTThepierortne new film, according to imdb.com, is Bond stopping a banker from
winning a casino tournament and using the money for terrorist activity. As for the new Bond
babes, lets face it, the only thing that matters about them is that they are hot and they do not
outshine the novice Bond. It is still a mystery whether director Martin Campell ("The Mask
of Zorro") will be able to bring back Bond in the same way he brought back Zorro. -Marie
Montgomery

"Transformers"
July 4
You'll have to wait quite a while for this one, but after you check
but the teaser trailer on IMDB.com, you won't know what to do with
lyourself From the director of "The Rock," "Bad Boys" and "Pearl
tHarbor" comes an honest-to-goodness live-action movie about the
|'90s TV cartoon show, Transformers. The trailer shows a Mars rover
Ibeing attacked by a giant, realistic-looking robot,
isformers are coming. Unofficial news leaks about the project report
that robots the size of 18-wheelers are being constructed by the crew. My prediction: the
original "Godzilla," meets "Power Rangers," meets "Snakes on a Plane." - Sean Corbett
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SEASONED SHOWS HOLD THEIR OWN AMONG THE HYPE OF THE NEW

Contributed Photo

Hospital dramas never do well, right? Wrong. Even after ER's fade from popularity, Grey's Anatomy finds a way to literally reach into the hearts and homes of millions.
BY CHRISTINA CASELLE

It's that time again for those who love
Patrick Dempsy's smile or the way Eva
Longoria looks in a dress - it's the new fall
season TV lineup at its finest.
With the new TV season underway,
networks have made plenty of room for
several new shows for the fall including
"The Game," "Brothers and Sisters," "Vanished" and "Studio 60: On the Sunset Strip"
just to name a few. Despite the overflow of
new programs, some of the returning shows
remain to be favorites.
'"Grey's Anatomy,' without a doubt,"
said Emily Dragone '09 when asked which
show she was most excited about watching
this fall. "After being left with a cliff hanger
from last season's finale, this season can
only get more dramatic."
For those of you who have never seen
"Grey's Anatomy," don't feel left out. The
show is a lot like the never-ending show,
"ER" but with a modern twist, or perhaps a
little more drama within the hospital staff.
"I love watching "Grey's Anatomy"
because I enjoy watching Patrick Dempsy,"
said Amanda Maguire '07. "He is the show
- everything else pales in comparison to
'McDreamy.' I get excited every time I
watch."
This fall, you can catch "Grey's Anatomy," every Thursday at 9 p.m on ABC.
In addition to the dramatic lives of
doctors, what could be more exciting than
watching a group of women living in an
upscale neighborhood overcome alcoholism, nasty children, cheating spouses and
murderers?
This fall, ABC's successful primetime
soap, "Desperate Housewives," will start
its third season.
"I've been hooked ever since the first
season, because of all the hype my friends
placed on it," said Jess Lew '07. "Plus, it
gives me the hope that I won't just be a
soccer mom when I get married but I can

also be fabulously fashionable."
According to Lew, the attractive nature
of "Desperate Housewives" is the satirical
essence the show seems to bring forth that
many other TV programs do not possess.
In "Desperate Housewives," things happen to this close-knit group of women that
wouldn't seem plausible of ever happening
to ordinary people.
"There's just so much drama," said
Jennifer Rebai '07. "I can't wait to see who
sleeps with who, who murders who - it's

ridiculously dramatic -1 love it."
With many of the successful shows
returning from last season, the new shows
featured this season are going to have to step
up to the plate. With several new shows,
critics claim that this coming season will
be highly successful.
Stuart Levine said in a story on MSNBC.com that these shows have potential
because the networks are asking more from
the audience than seasons before.
One of the ABC's newest shows

"Brother's and Sisters" is catching viewers'
attention with its star-packed cast including
the two-time Academy Award winner Sally
Field and Ally McBeal's Calista Flockhart.
"Brothers and Sisters" is a show that is sure
to please viewers due to its story line, which
revolves around the trials and tribulations
that families often endure.
"I like how it reveals that all families
are inherently dysfunctional," said Maguire.
"It's a show that definitely pulls on my heart
strings."

Contributed Photo

They know what you want: The sexy moms next door bake up something special every week with their treacherous suburban ways.
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F 20: 8pm
Sa 21: 9pm
Tu 24: 8pm
F27:
F27
F27
F27
Sa 28: 8pm
Sa28:9pm

Nick Lachey @ Nokia Theater, NYC
Rockapella (A Capella group from "Where in the
World is Carmen Sandigo") @ Quick Center
Robin Trower @ The Webster
Peter Mulvey @ Acoustic Cafe
Talking to Walls @ The Levy
Michelle Cummings @ Acoustic Cafe
Beck @ Madison Square Garden (NYC)
Godsmack @ the Mohegan Sun Arena
Chick Corea (12 Grammies for jazz pianist)
@ Quick Center
Keith Urban @ Mohegan Sun Arena
King for A Day @ Acoustic Cafe
The Killers @ Madison Square Garden
Olivia Newton John @ Foxwoods
Howie Mandel @ Foxwoods
The Misfits @ the Webster
Loretta Lynn and Randy Travis
@ Mohegan Sun Arena
Mark Morris Dance Group @ the Quick Center
The Cosmic Jibaros @ Acoustic Cafe
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Open Visions Forum, Special for election day
@ Quick Center
F3:8pm
Flying Karamazov Bros (jugglers)
@ Kelly Theater
F 3: 7pm
The Cheetah Girls @ Arena at Harbor Yard
Sa 4: 8pm
Chamber Music Society of Lincoln Center
@ Quick Center
Sa4:
Eric Anderson @ Acoustic Cafe
Sa 4: 5pm
Hello Goodbye @ Toad's Place
F 10: 9pm
This Blue Holiday @ Acoustic Cafe
F 10: 8pm
Guns N' Roses @ Madison Square Garden
Sail: 8:30pm
Jen Durkin @ Acoustic Cafe
Sail: 7:30pm
Michael Bolton: Tribute on Ice
@ Arena at Harbor Yard
M 13: 8pm
Open Visions Forum with Judea Pearl
(father of slain journalist Daniel Pearl)
@ Quick Center
Thl6:
Dolly Parton @ Mohegan Sun Arena
F 17: 8pm
The John Scofield Trio @ the Quick Center
F 17: 9pm
The Scarecrow Collection @ the Acoustic Cafe
F 17: 7pm/9:30
On the Spot Improv @ the Pepsico Theater
Sal8:8pm
Bayanihan Philippine National Dance Company
@ the Quick Center
Sa 18: 8pm
Joe Beck @ Acoustic Cafe
Sa 18: 7pm/9:30 On the Spot Improv @ Pepsico Theater
Th 30: 8pm
Hoe @ Acoustic Cafe

DECEMBER
The Who @ Mohegan Sun Arena
New Haven Symphony Orchestra:
"Holiday Pops"

F 15: 7:30pm
• • • • • • • •

A day in the city at the Museum of Modern Art
BY VERONICA FLORENTINO

Modern art is the art. of this generation. It is focused
on self-expression, and regardless of your background
studying art history, you can appreciate it for the simple
fact that it most clearly relates to your culture and life.
The best place in the tri-state area for modern art is
the Museum of Modern Art in Manhattan.
MoMA, which reopened in 2004 after a renovation,
has a total of eight floors, two of which are the Titus
theaters under floor level. It is safe to say that there is
something in this museum to please everyone.
The complete collection of the museum is so large
that even if every inch of wall space in the building were
used, there still would not be enough room to display all
the works. Thus, the works on display change regularly.

Van Gogh's "Starry Night"

It is important that people of our generation are aware
of how close they are to one of the world's finest collections of modern art.
MoMA's floors are filled with legendary and groundbreaking pieces, iconic works of art and fine cinema.
Broken up into floors, it is clear that, even within this
single museum, there are hundreds of reasons to break
off campus for a weekend and sneak into the city.
The sixth floor of the museum usually holds two. large
special exhibits, but it is currently closed in preparation
for the opening of the next exhibits in mid-October and
early November.
The bulk of the major, permanent collection can
be found on the fourth and fifth floors. The floors are
organized chronologically, with the fifth floor holding
paintings and some sculpture from as early as the late 19th
century to mid 20th century while the fourth floor houses
works from the mid-20th century to the present.
Among the works one can find on the fifth floor are
van Gogh's "The Starry Night," Dalf's "The Persistence
of Memory" and Picasso's "Girl Before a Mirror."
Covering three massive canvases on the fifth floor,
Monet's "Water-Lilies" is spread across one wall of the
room, with three benches in front of it. Allow yourself
some time to sit back and enjoy the swirling colors, reflections, and textures of Monet's pond.
On the fourth floor, in gallery 22 are three works by
Andy Warhol, including the famous "Campbell's Soup
Cans" and "Gold Marilyn Monroe." In the same room, you
can also find Lichtenstein's "Drowning Girl" and "Girl
with a Beach Ball," which are fashioned after modern
comic strips. Gallery 22 is devoted to pop art. You can
also find works by Jackson Pollack on the fourth floor.
The third floor houses some special exhibits, and the
•*

-,

*
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architecture and design gallery. Here one can find a collection of odd items you'd never consider to be art. Included
are an iPod, an apple computer, a vacuum cleaner, pens, a
Vespa, and a subway sign. Be sure to check out the Italian
departures board. If you hang around long enough, you
can catch the flight information change on the board.
The second floor houses the contemporary galleries
which change regularly. In the atrium, the most prominent
work is the "Broken Obelisk." If you like this work, be
sure to look for it from the staircases in the upper floors.
You can get a great view from many different angles.
On the first floor, one can find the sculpture garden.
The garden is a nice place to sit in on a nice crisp autumn
day and is surrounded by beautiful bronze sculptures.
The garden is usually closed during inclement weather
because it gets slippery, but it is definitely a must-see at
the MoMA.

Salvador Dali's "The Persistence of Memory"
,
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VIRGO
CongnMutatio...
Von"re the best, I don't
J Heed to give ytm advice, You should be
giving me advice. If you pooped in a
paper bag and titled it, "Catcher in the
Rye II: Holden Caufield Strikes Rack,"
I would deem it a classic. Nothing can
bring yon down, not even a blatant sterotd-use allegation. Take everyday as if
it is vonrs because it is. i t.uekv Kino' of

us. it s as if Hakeem
i, "Hey, I'm tall, I'm
it,, Debate learn"
> t»y can do about it, Well. you're
.. Yep... «t!i... that'1* pretty much
it... ,fust keep on... Keep on truckm.
(Lucky Moppet - "Beaker")
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I VI Rl S Let's face
It. life didn't give you mnrh
• so work with. Vow'vegotte
through your fourth I.mo
journal and they're all out
of leather-bound ones at the bookstore.
You'd probably have a better chance
at getting struck by lightning through
a rubber bomb shelter than finding a
stray nickel. 1 recommend you stay indoors, put on your Rec-Specs and start
selling your organs. Other people could
do better with them. (Lucky Article of
Clothing "Hie Tube Sock")

You've come to a fork
In the road and yon are the
mashed potatoes with gravy, Yon are posed with two
paths. One is covered wit
gumdrops and rainbow lollipops. The
other is oozing with green sewage. has
hoards of Hying witches, and stttelb e
an oiii man's countryside shanty. Rober
Frost -a> s to take the road less traveled.
But Robert Frost is dead. Coincidence?
Nice try. Bobby. »Lucky Cartographer
Term - "Compass Rose"*

LIT) - The tins of
time is at your corner
Old you're still sucking
rhrtt n Belgian Waffles at
the kitchen table. It'*
time to get your life together You've
wasted too many of your days laughing
at the smelly kid with the iJiicktales
lunch box. Ite stinks, move on, There
is a world OUt there for the shoplifting.
Vou better star) going. I' swear, I w ill get
my twombox and play Phil Collins'"two
Hearts" outside your house all day long.
(Luckv Currency - "The Robei")
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I he old saying goes.
"'Even dog has its day."
' The slightly lesser known,
but still old saying goes. "Sometimes eats
aren't lame." Former Senator Strom
Thurmond's response to this Mas. "Mj
wife bought a eat. I'm old." Newton
wrote. "Cats, dogs and old people fall
at the same rate, except only, dropping
eats or dogs is deemed funny." PFTA
responded that. "We're offended, but
we laughed anyway." (lucky Icebreaker
•H»>M 's mv bruise looking'.'")

SCORPIO
Beware of the man in
he gray coat with brow n
tair behind Master Wok's
susiii bar carrying a jagged lead pipe
with one of his hooks while using the
other to feed egg noodles into his toothless mouth, dripping duck sauce onto
his peg leg without him realizing that
the wood finish on it is bleeding into the
gutter. Watch out for that guy. He ha
pink eye. (Lucky Group of Cannibal
- "The Donner Party")
-SCES
As you come into
your own. you are reali/ing that the world
changing. There
mg with the world
and you are the spray paint that this
place needs. So get out those torches, call
all your friends and buy a poster of John
Bclushi in "Animal House" because I bet
no one has if vet. You're got the DNA
to take this world and run it through a
washing machine on "Delieates." You
go change the world. I'll be sleeping in
my hammock, (lucky Number of pulps
in Orange Juice - "7")

Pi W 41
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Photo Illustration by Sear

Tread lightly: Looks like October is going to be tough toi aJ! of us
accompanied by his makeshift genie hat, has a tittle too much say

LIBRA
Woh woh woh. Mr.
Libra. Slow down now.
You've been moving through life faster
than a rat who just discovered a crack
house. Take a minute to slow down and
look around you. Somebody's been
saying that you can't hack it on the
racquetbatl court anymore and it's time
to make them pay. In your desk, you'll
find two bags of feathers, one barrel of
tar and a box of matches. Enjoy it. nice
and slow. (Lucky Famous Name from
History - "Cardinal Richlieu")

ARILS
The game is cat and
mouse and yon are the
two-headed Bengal Tiger holding a shotgun. You've commanded respect ever
since you figured out that everyone in
the mall can't help but walk away wttl
, ,.„ ■.«,.**, ,.* >k,.„,:.. ., i„,,.,.i„„.,.i
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the time for action. Get out that print i ng
machine and start making pamphk
your theories of Utopian happiness and
a Volkswagen in every home. Five-Year
Plan? Make it four. 1 hi day
and the peons art ripe for the pinttLucky Kind of Paper - "Manila''

GEMINI - Difficulty will easily find a
way into your life. Try
J to be easy on the difficulties that challenge
you. Hani difficulties can easily make
the challenges in your life more difficult.
When you find yourself with your back
against the wall and if seems like there's
no hope, just remember, the difficulties
that challenge your life easily harden
your findings. Finding difficulties wilt
easily harden the challenge. < Lucky
Pocket - "front" i
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i great day for love,
like.Oh..,Oh. .Ohmv
! Like you're tori know? loday s a
y. fuzzy serumtralesct'Bee. Just It t S>>IH hair down and da
the night away. Don't let boys gel yoa
down, .hist iirdhthat b>
re am and mai
and turn on an anything with Geena
Davis. \OL ARK WOM \H M
!Lock1* Period of \r? -"R<

